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(deface 

There is a cormnon saying among the flamencos, a mantra deeply entrenched 

within the flamenco underworld that will be heard over and over again. It will also be 

found in most anything ever written of flamenco, in any language. As the saying goes, 

flamenco is not a form of music. It is not even a style or dance, or a folk art. It is none of 

these things and yet all of them; flamenco is a way of life. 

It is not uncommon to hear flamenco spoken of b\ the people who practice it (and 

even those who affectionately observe from the outside) as if it were a religion, or even a 

cult. It is the nature of such things to be inherenth difficult to pry apart scientifically, 

materially, or objectively. Spiritualit\- and the emotional expression that comes with it is 

the most important component of flamenco to those who live it. These are not musicians 

who are formally trained; many do not even read music, much less theoretically analyze 

it. 

For this reason, flamenco cannot be discussed or understood if spiritual and 

emotional subject material is omitted from an\ explanation of the art. As mystical as this 

approach may seem, more and more current scientific data is being compiled supporting 

the claim that music does indeed elicit quantifiable physiological changes. 

According to Dr. Carol Krumhansl, a psychologist at Cornell University, music 

does, indeed, elicit emotions rather than merely expressing an emotion that the listener 

recognizes. By looking at the physiological changes (in blood circulation, respiration, 



skin conductivity and body temperature) that occurred in a group of volunteers while they 

listened to different pieces of music. Dr. Krumhansl recorded data that shows brain 

signals occurring while listening to certain pieces of music that are known to be triggered 

by specific emotions ' 

The wa\ s these bodily functions change in response to particular emotions are 

well known. Sadness leads to a slower pulse, raised blood pressure, a decrease in the skin 

conductivity and a drop in body temperature. Fear produces increased pulse rates. 

Happiness causes faster breathing. Dr Krumhansl took this a step further by testing 

musical conventions about which emotions are associated with which musical structures. 

The Flamencos of Andalusia have refined the process of eliciting emotional 

response through music over the period of several centuries. Their goal remains to not 

only produce sounds which are pleasing to the ear, but rather to provoke very specific, 

emotional energies. 

Storytelling is another way people have historically conveyed emotion. Without 

the benefit of participating in the music itself, such as the case with a traditional thesis, 

we can look to stories to help covey meaningful information. Pohren, the definitive 

western authority on Flamenco, begins each of his books with personal essays describing 

his experiences with the flamenco phenomenon. After living among flamencos and 

gypsies and studying their art for several months, I agree that, other than live 

participation of flamenco, personal anecdote is one of the best ways to convey what lies 

at the core of flamenco. 

From The Economist. "The Biology of Music." February 12th - 18th, 2000 



Images are another way to convey emotional information. Like playing music 

and writing, photography is a means of communication. One relies on notes, another one 

words, while photography utilizes available light. When faced with the challenge of 

relating a musical phenomenon through separate mediums, images can be useful in 

setting a tone, a mood, and, of course, conveying emotion. A photograph of a smiling 

child elicits a response; a photograph of a murky swamp elicits another. 

1 am only a respectful and appreciative observer of flamenco, and use 

anecdotal and photographic material only to serve as tools to help convey not only what I 

have learned about what flamenco is, but, and perhaps more importantly, its significance 

in this world. These personal experiences are meant to relate the foundation for building 

understanding the core and essential components of flamenco in ways that a theoretical 

analysis could not. 

Unlike a classical piece in sonata form, in which one could harmonically and 

formally analyze the music in order to better appreciate the elegance and form contained 

within. Flamenco is not meant to be examined under that particular microscope. 

Paradoxically, the more the art is dissected and explained in sections, the more one 

attempts to perform an analysis, the harder it becomes to truly grasp the entirety of the art. 

This is because flamenco starts from foundation of emotion and builds this through art, 

rather than taking an accepted practice of art and using, for example, scales and chords as 

building blocks. 

For those who wish to delve in to the specifics of analysis from the vantage point 

of traditional western musical analysis, there are appendices at the end of this work that 



should be of interest. The bibliography will also prove useful for further, more analysis-

oriented study. 

For the rest of the readers, keep this final point in mind: Flamenco is an art form 

that was not written down and handed out for would be musicians to read. Rather, the art 

of flamenco is primarily an oral tradition—songs were passed down through the minds 

and hearts of generations of artists long before the arrival of ethnomusicologists and 

compact discs. Many of these songs are themselves anecdotal, and indeed tend to either 

celebrate or lament over certain life experience, oftentimes particularly emotional ones. 

As you will see, flamenco is very much about personal life experience, and on that note, I 

would now like to share some of my own observations. 



SeviDfe 

1 spent the springtime with the gypsies of Andalusia, wandering in the labyrinth of 

cobblestone streets and brighth painted buildings of the Barrio de Santa Cruz^. My first 

explorations of the cit> left me mesmerized by the exquisite cathedral, whose elaborate 

arches and geometric carvings are reminiscent of the arms of the flamenco dancers I 

would come to know. The architecture here gave homage to the Moorish influence of the 

Almohads . who built the Giralda în the 12^ Century before the times of the Inquisition. 

It was on the steps of this cathedral, now the largest Gothic church in the world, where 

Cervantes loitered, gathering material for such masterpieces as Don Quixote. 

Down through the arches overgrown with blooming vines lie the exquisite 

gardens held within the walls of the Alcazar\ a sight well worthy of its royal connotation. 

A cursory glance down a street brings into view fi-agrant, blooming oranges trees, waiters 

offering you sherry, tapas^, or paella' below the doves perching above them. 

^ Words or phrases in Spanish are italicized the first time they appear, with definitions at the bottom of the 
page. Definitions are also found in the Glossary. The Barrio de Santa Cruz is the center of Seville, most 
frequented by tourists, and host of most main attractions. 
^ Ruling Moorish family during 12* century. 
" Impressive tower of the Cathedral topped by a minaret. Considered the culmination of Ahnohad 
architecture, - once used as tower for prayer as well as an astronomical observatory. 
^ Moorish Palace buih for King Pedro the Cruel of Castile in 1360. Example of Mudajar architecture. 
* Little appetizers. 
' A quintessentially Spanish dish involving rice and shellfish. 



Their perch is made remnants of architecture left by Visigoths and Moors, 

juxtaposed with fine examples of the Baroque and Classical. And yet, despite the 

romantic allure of the torturous streets, brightly painted homes, and secluded, rose-lined 

plazas^ that serve as moonlit rendezvous for novios^, there was something missing. The 

fi^sh paint and mass appeal of the zocalo'^ of Seville" meant also an unwanted 

smattering of tacky tourist shacks— too picturesque to be quite authentically Spanish. 

To find what I was searching for, I crossed the Rio Guadalquivir''^ into the 

Triana , the heart of Sevilla's gypsy quarter. And so 1 wandered those streets, starting at 

Calle Betis'^ and headed deeper into labyrinth until 1 was surrounded by whitewashed, 

peeling paint. The broken tiled windows were draped with drying clothes flung out over 

the terrace and decorated by potted flowers. Abo\ e. ancient antennas protrude from the 

rooftops. 

I wandered until I heard and was seized b\ the wailing of a flamenco ^ wafting 

through the violet sky, like a ribbon tied to my fmger, pulling me in. 

His song sounded more like a pack of wolves howling than any song I'd ever 

heard. I entered and as I looked around, I realized I had the palest skin in the room. From 

a comer b\ the door I listened to this ethereal wail that sounded so masterfully grating 

and harsh. It was like a long, woven cry instead of a melody. 

* Open spaces within a city. May be considered tiny parks. Usually contain benches and a fountain. 
'Lovers 
'° City Center 
" Spanish spelling for the city Seville. 
'̂  Main river that runs throu^ Sevilla, separating the gypsy quarter from the rest of the city. 
'̂  Traditional Gypsy quarter of Sevilla. Today gypsies have been pushed to high rise apartments on the 
outskirts of the city, but the mainstay of flamenco is still found within this section of the city. 
''• Sfreet Name. 
'̂  "Flamenco is used not only to refer to the art, but also to a person who performs it. 



The dancer arcs her arms around her body like bull's horns, like swan's necks 

woven around each other, fingers curved in graceful pain, defiant grace. The guitarist 

rippled out chords with his face up, eyes closed, and heart open. My own body tingled 

and became clothed in goose bumps, and my jaw clenched in an attempt to fight back 

tears that wished to fall out of a deep respect for the most beautifiil, most passionate art 

I'd ever seen, ever heard, ever felt in my bones. It was 4 A.M. 

It took me several weeks for them to accept me, and I'm not sure I ever really 

quite fit in, but soon 1 was having discussions with Pola, the singer who I watched that 

night as he struggled and succeeded in expressing something not visible or tangible, and 

at the same time profoundly specific. We spoke in detail about Paco de Lucia, Cameron 

de la Isla, and other Flamenco greats. 1 was often amused b\ the thought that Cameron, 

whose name means "Shrimp of the Island" was always spoken of with the utmost 

re\erence and respect. 

Beating out rhythms with Cristobol, the guitarist, on empty napkin boxes became 

a routine. He would tap one of the complicated rhythms, called pahnas, to the various 

song forms of flamenco, and I would do my best to emulate them. For the flamencos, my 

gypsy friends, these rhythms are a birthright. For me, they are a desire and goal I could 

onl> hope to emulate through hours of diligent napkin-box practice, all the while silently 

coimting the beats. 

Every day after school I would walk to a bar that one of their cousins owned, Los 

Reales, to meet the dancer whom they all simply called Chica. In the basement Chica 



showed me how to move and be moved by the music, and soon was dancing rumbas and 

the Sevillanas for the Gitanos'^, and inwardly smiling at the oles'^ 1 received. 

Chica told me that she thought I must have a little gypsy blood. I took that as a 

compliment, and as if to prove it, I too did my share of traveling and wandering on an 

ancient road I was to follow from Leon to Santiago as a pilgrim. It was a journey over 

100 miles, entirely on foot, an ancient holy pilgrimage followed for thousands of years. 

It is not only the walk for those who wish to pay their respects in front of a box 

that legend has it contains the bones of the first martyred disciple of Christ, the bones of 

Santiago, although plenty come for that \ er\' reason, especially during this year, the Holy 

Year 2004. In many ways, it is a journey of death and of resurrection, of growth and 

renewal. 

Although I did the walk hand in hand with a man that 1 love, it was for each of us 

it something different—the Camino holds something different for everyone. 1 wasn't sure 

what it was I was searching for exactly when I started, other than I knew wanted to feel 

what it was like to be a wanderer, like the flamencos had been so long before. 

We walked until we couldn't sit, until we became numb to pain unless we stopped. 

We walked through dirt and rain, wind and heat, cold and an opaque mist, our heartbeats 

marking even. step. The valleys and mountains shifted harmonies with the weather 

patterns, and our steps marked the time with strict rhythm- what the flamencos call 

compds^^- like slow half notes strung across bars. Eventually, we found our way to the 

'* Gypsies 
'̂  Vocal compliment to performers of flamenco. 
'* Essential ttythm of flamenco. This is a crucial part to any flamenco performance. 

10 



tiny \illage of Villafranca, where we met Jesus, who is a keeper of a refuge for pilgrims 

on their wa>' to Santiago. 

Jesus showed me what it really meant to be a pilgrim- and that is to learn from the 

earth and embrace it with your hands. His were the size of his face. His were hands that 

healed muscles by applying concoctions made from medicinal herbs picked from his 

garden, and embraced weary travelers while offering them a glass of apple wine. They 

were hands of a man who, after his first refuge burned to the ground, built another from 

the ash the first had left behind, thanking the fire for fertilizing his garden. This refuge is 

aptly named "Ave Fenix," or, "Phoenix Bird." 

That night I sat next to a flamenco who had traveled north, up from Seville on 

what is known as the Silver Path. He did not tell me he was a flamenco, but I knew he 

was. His proud posture, biting sense of humor, and incessant drumming of rhythms on 

the floor or table, depending on what was available at the time, gave him away. That 

night the flamenco shouted and clapped as Jesus prepared to perform Quemaida for us, 

and ancient Galician ritual. 

He poured alcohol into a clay cauldron and added coffee beans, sugar, lemon, 

and herbs, and then set the entire concoction into blue fire. He chanted incantations of 

blessings for pilgrims, all the while dipping and pouring the flaming liquid in and out of 

the cauldron. After he was finished with the chant, the ladle, still aflame, was passed 

around the table from pilgrim to pilgrim to dip their fmgers into the fire and lick the blue 

flames from our fingers. 

11 
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That night as I laid on top of my bunk bed in the refuge that Jesus had build with 

his own hands, staring at the engraved wooden beams and squinting to read the messages 

b> moonlight that sifted through the star-shaped "skylights" he had cut out of the ceiling, 

I began to see why the Camino is sometimes called the Camino de Estrellas- the Walk of 

Stars. 

The next morning we continued to the mountain O Cebrero, a climb that brought 

us into the poverty stricken villages of Galicia, on our way to the Cathedral. We passed 

tiny hamlets that were etched perilously into the edge of the mountain, sandwiched 

between vineyards, protected by stone walls, and, at the top of the mountain, made up of 

thatched housed shrouded in mist. The people of these villages are tied into their land as 

flamencos are to their art, and both display unique intimacy with their surroundings. It 

was this kind of intimac> that makes it possible for a toothless woman to offer pilgrims a 

fresh glass of milk, straight from her cow, and welcome them into her home until the rain 

passed. 

The land is synonymous with the people, the people synonymous with their music; 

one does not exist without the other. 

What the Camino really taught me about was love, that universal human 

sentiment. The love of the people who prepared the refuges, Jesus and his love for 

pilgrims and the earth, the concern of the Spanish people for each other, and their 

impressive display of solidarity m the face of the tragedy of March 11*. The love of a 

simple card game played by old Spanish men in bars, Chica's love of flamenco. The love 

of my father, whose email subject lines always simply read, "Just Your Dad," despite 

12 



their length and obviously deep concern for me. The love I feel in the arms and the eyes 

of the man I love, of the toothless Galician woman offering fresh milk from the cow, and 

the love of beating out rhythms on empty napkin boxes. It showed me how much the 

world had to offer, and how much I still have to give, how littie I have so far, how much I 

want to in the ftiture. 

Sometimes, when I close my eyes, I can see the colors of Spain. There is the red 

clay earth of the Meseta. The psychedelic swirl of the shards of rosary glass in the 

cathedral in Leon. The violet skies of warm Andalusian nights. The child on her parents' 

lap, clapping along to ajaleo.'^ and to the wail of flamenco at 4 A.M.. and it makes me 

want to do more. 

19 Shouted rhythms indicative of Flamenco. 
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It is said that Spain is a gateway to western Europe and a stone's throw away from 

Africa, .Andalusia is a place where many cultures and histories have become interlaced to 

create an atmosphere all its own. This is the land of fragrant orange blossoms, siestas, 

g>psies. and fiestas under midnight skies in the heat of the summer. Equal to intensity of 

the scorching summers is the passion that encompasses the culture and the music that has 

erupted from it—Flamenco. 

The art form is saturated throughout the province, and can be heard raining 

through loudspeakers in supermarkets as well as microphones at clubs and theatres every 

day of the week, and the rhythms ingrained into the hearts and minds of the 

Sevillanos 19 are clapped out by old men standing behind newspaper stands as well as by 

young people riding the bus on their way to school, and beat on hollow boxes while 

sitting on a bench in of the over three hundred city plazas. By examining the histories 

and cultures of these people who have lived and breathed flamenco for generations, as 

well as examining the music as it is performed in Seville today, we will see how the 

unique properties that define Andalusia can manifest themselves in the music that is 

created here. 

In agreement with my thesis that characteristics of a place contribute heavily to 

the creation of any art form and the identity of the musicians created there, NettI is 

quoted as saying, "a number of factors contribute to the formation of any style, including 

19 
Residents of Seville, Spain 
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biolog}-, climate, and language." 20 Meyer agrees, explaining that "musical style is a 

replication of patterning, whether in human behavior or in artifacts produced by human 

behaviors, and these result from a series of choices made within some set of constraints— 

a mam constraint being of course the place where the style is created. 

In order to understand the constraints, or parameters, which have allowed Flamenco to 

flourish in a ven." specific region of the world, we must look more deeply into the colorful 

if often tragic histon. of the musicians responsible for the cultivation of the art. 

^° Nettle 
Meyer, Style and Music, 3. 
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The roots of flamenco have evolved in Southern Spain from many parent cultures, 

and contrarv' to popular belief, numerous cultures made contributions to the art besides 

the Gypsies despite the widespread notion that Flamenco is exclusively gypsy music. 

Some examples include Byzantine influence of the Phr\ gian mode or the Moorish 

contribution of the primitive guitar (the lute), though several cultures have make an 

impressionable and permanent mark. 

Nevertheless, influence and close ties between Gypsies and Flamenco be ignored 

or denied. The gypsies of Andalusia^^ arguably contributed more than any other isolated 

group of people to the birth of flamenco in its modem form. Still today Andalusians will 

tell you that the gypsy way of life is flamenco, or that gypsies posses a special, innate gift 

for flamenco, or even that to be a gypsy is to be of flamenco. 

That said, without the mixing and influence of several key flavors and spices 

introduced by Moorish, Egyptian, Pakistan, Greece, and other near and Far East cultures, 

specifically India, flamenco as we know it could not exist today. 

17 



It is widely believed gypsies originated from India, along with the bands of 

gvpsies that settled in the Northern parts of Europe, known as the Romany gypsies. The 

musical influences of these people did not end in Romania, though. Many of the gypsies 

continued wandering south towards a land and climate a bit more like home, and 

naturally the gypsies carried with them the cultural baggage of tradition, musical tradition 

included. 

This long migration of a people ended in Southern Spain, in the region of 

Andalusia. The climate was much more agreeable, and the gentle sloping hills were 

prime real estate for the gypsies, who were looking towards a bit more permanent 

lifestyle. And so, the Andalusian gypsies changed from a roaming, nomadic culture to a 

decidedh semi-permanent one in the fifteenth century. 

An exact account of the particular details pertaining to the specific route of the 

gypsies' journey is a matter of great debate. This is largely due to their heavily nomadic 

way of life and heavy emphasis on oral tradition, which did not exactly make for detailed 

record keeping. Nevertheless, it may be assumed that whatever the route of the gypsies, 

once their presence in Andalusia became established, their music began to become fused 

with the music already present. At the time, Spain's population contained considerable 

Arabic due to the Moorish rule of the land, and maintained a healthy Jewish population as 

well. 

18 
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The Moorish influence on the region is apparent even in the name of the province. 

The word Andalucia stems from Arabic origins.23 Al-Andaluz was the Arabic name for 

Andalusia, and it is easy to see the connection to the modem word. As the very word 

Andalusia is influenced b\ Moorish culture, it is a natural extrapolation that the Arabs, or 

the Moors, were also responsible for many influences on what has evolved into modem 

Flamenco. 

Etymology isn't the only evidence of Moorish contribution, though. A mler of 

Al-Andalus, Abd-er-Rahman II, patronized artists and philosophers, such as Ziryab, to 

bring Persian music to the Courts of present day Andalusia. Some scholars believe that 

its piercing falsetto singing accompanied by arabesques played on a lute may have been a 

key component in the birth of flamenco, which features piercing singing and dance 

accompanied by the guitar, the great grandchild of the lute. Centuries after lute 

accompaniment, the Gypsies would introduce more formal elements which eventually 

evolved into the present style flamenco or Spanish guitar. 

Another gift to Flamenco from the Moors was that of Arabic poetry. During the 

mle of the Almohades, Spain enjoyed advancements in many areas such as philosophy, 

medicine, mathematics, literature, and science. 

^^ The Story of Spain, 53 
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Poetry also underwent a renascence, and the flowery verse which described 

princes as lions and women as doves was not only an inspiration to the first ballads of the 

troubadours, but also may have been a resource for flamenco singers to draw on when 

striving for the expressive stanzas and stirring poetry of cante jondo flamenco.^^ Both of 

the aforementioned song forms sing of love, the beauty of fair maidens, and other popular 

subject matter. 

Interestingly, at the end of each stanza of a recitation of Arab poetry of the twelfth 

centurv. Moors would cr> out, "a-allah" or "Oh God!" just as today the rounds of ole can 

be heard by aficionados during the breaks in between versus of a cante as a type of praise 

given to the flamenco singer in similar affirmation of a job well done. This is not to say 

Arab poetry was the only influence; after all songs had been orally passed down for 

generations prior by other flamenco contributors. Nevertheless, the influence of Arabic 

poetry should not be ignored. 

Unfortunateh. these Moorish advancements in philosophy and poetry were not 

achieved without blood. The rule of the Almohades, who are responsible for the stunning 

cathedral m Seville, was a mthless and unbearable regime for all who were not Muslim. 

During this time period all Christian churches Svnagogues were razed under the order of 

Abd al-Mumin. Eventually, though, Moorish Spain would fall to the Christians, turning 

the wave of persecution back over the Moors, who would be doomed to suffer a similar 

existence to the one imposed on Jews during the Almohades mle. 

"̂̂  Story of Spain, 73 
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No relief would come to the Jews for some time, and during the fifteenth century 

both and Moors and Jews alike were two groups most severely targeted under the tyranny 

of the Spanish Inquisition. In 1492 all Jews were expelled from the city of Seville. 

In order to escape this persecution, many brave souls fled to the mountains of 

-Andalusia into the Sierra Nevada and Sierra Morena, aheady established stomping 

grounds of the gypsy populations. The gypsies had been a traditionally persecuted sect of 

societ\'. but as they lived outside of the city, and for the most part kept to themselves, the 

gypsies were not a main target group of the bloody Inquisition. 

It was in these mountains that Jews. Muslims, and other persecuted groups found 

refuge from the persecution of Catholic Kings and resulting Inquisition. The survival of 

Muslims and Jews depended on integrating their lives with the gypsies, who, as a very 

accepting culture, generally welcomed these newcomers. 

In Andalusian sorrow, there is a sentiment of solidarity for suffering; not the 

ethnic or religious suffering of the Jew or the Gitano in particular, but the universal 

solidarity with all those who sufferer the hungry, the desperate, those persecuted by the 

law, the downtrodden of all latitudes.^* 

This intermingling and forging of a new culture was cmcial to the development of 

Flamenco. Those mountains became a smoldering amalgam of conquered races, one that 

allowed that several groups of persecuted, social outcasts banded together with a similar 

spirit, weaving their pain and anguish that stemmed from their persecuted existence into 

their music, resulting in a unique blending ethnic musical traditions and, eventually, the 

birth and blossoming of Flamenco. 

'̂ Andalucia: Su comunismo y su cante jondo (1933, la Universidad de Cadiz) 
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Still today one may find the main centers of flamenco in many of the places that 

were the mainstays of these refiigees, including as the cities of Cadiz, Jerez de la Frontera, 

and the Triana secfion of Sevilla. Although the large city of Sevilla is now the 

commercial center of Flamenco, Jerez de la Frontera, Cadiz, and Granada are also main 

hubs, though flamenco may be heard and enjoyed throughout Andalusia, in small villages 

or even "el Campo" (the countryside) thanks to private nature of Flamenco which allows 

it to thrive even in the most rural of settings. 

Not only the home of Catholics, Jews, and Moors, Andalusia has long been a 

melting pot for varied musical traditions and systems, and has been affected and occupied 

b> many histories and cultures. To name just a few of the most famous and influential, 

we can start bv listing the Greek, Carthaginians, Romans, Byzantines, and Visigoths. 

On a five minute walk around the Giralda (built during the mle of the Almohades 

in the twelfth century) one can see traces that these people left in the architecture that still 

stands to give a testament to the existence of past rulers. In the cathedral, trademark 

horseshoe windows serve as a reminder that this Christian monument was once a Muslim 

achievement, while down the street elaborate Baroque carving on the face of a building 

stands adjacent to smooth clean lines of the neo-classical style. 

Just as one can walk down the street and see evidence of many different cultures 

in the local architecture, or use linguistics to interpret histories of people through the 

evolution of languages, one might also expect to see elements of these different cultures 

in the music. Though music may not be tangible in a physical sense, it evolves in a 

similar fashion as the architecture or language does. That is to say that each new layer or 
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evolutionary cycle is intrinsically dependent on the preceding culture or practice, whether 

it architectural, geographical, cultural, or musical. 

The difference between architecture and music is that buildings are often built one 

at a time, a new one next to an old one, so that you have many individual, dated examples, 

where as music is more like one huge building which is continually being remodeled. 

Sometimes, though, as w as the case with the great Cathedral in Seville, the 

architectural work is so great and magnificent that it would be not only foolish but tragic 

to tear it down. And so, rather than tearing the Mosque down. Christians instead used the 

foundation, adding their own unique elements to an already beautiful building. 

The evolution of music is similar in that while we may not have the luxury of 

setting multiple, visible examples next to each other, as is available to architects who 

admire the streets of Seville, we do have one collective skyscraper full of treasures to 

explore, a monument that is to this day evolving and tweaking its design in much the 

same wav architectural ideas evolve. Instead of architects, though, we hawe flamencos. 

It should come as no surprise that the music of Spain is so different than that of 

the rest of Europe, as her history and geography are so unique. Even in the mid 19th 

century, there were obvious and isolating features of Spain, and certainly a geographic 

feature as great as the Pyrenees might serve as sufficient barrier to allow the development 

of markedly different music. 

In the study of evolution, we see that if a species is isolated by a geographic 

barrier, two different species from a common ancestor eventually emerge. This is no 
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different in music; geographic barriers and the results of several markedly different 

genres of music are comparable to what we see happen with isolated animals. 

In addition to the Pyrenees, remember that the Gitano culture isolated itself from 

the rest of society, allowing an environment in which Flamenco could grow and thrive 

without the influences that could have shaped the evolution in a different direction. 

This isolated fostered an exoticism that was noted and appreciated by numerous 

composers of the European classical tradition, who borrowed frequently from Spain in 

search of the exotic. Examples of this practice can be seen through examining evidence 

in Bizet's Carmen and Ravel's Bolero. As Alexander Dumas wrote, Africa begins at the 

Pyrenees. 

Yet another factor of this differentiation between the music of Spain and the rest 

of Europe certainl) has to do with the seminally important influence of the Moors, who 

crossed the strait from North Africa in the year 711 and Occupied the better part of Spain 

(but especially the region of Andalusia) for centuries to come. Half a century before the 

gypsies first made contact with the Iberian Peninsula, Moorish sultans were already 

determining how flamenco would be shaped. 

Cut off from the rest of the world by the Atlantic Ocean and the Pyrenees 

mountain range, and influenced from the South by the Moors who crossed the Straight of 

Gibraltar. Spanish geography was as an essential a player in the birth and evolution of 

flamenco as any individual culture. This geographic isolation tmly allowed flamenco to 

flourish. 
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A common response from participants of flamenco when asking for a description 

or explanation of flamenco is simply pointing to the chest and saying, "It is inside you! 

You can't explain it!" 

It is tme flamenco is cannot be easily explained, and certainly not through a 

written document in a language foreign to the art. However, there are many elements of 

Flamenco that can in fact be explained by examining musical parameters such as or 

harmonv, melody, rhythm, and growth. These parameters, sometimes collectively 

abbreviated as SHMRG, are applicable to most all forms and genres of music. The 

differences then lie among the multiple methods of materialization. Different types of 

music employ different methodologies. The result is various hierarchies of musical 

preference organized according to varving scales of the importance placed on any one 

parameter. 

For example, in rock music, melody is obviously very important; it is why a 

mediocre song in terms of the musical parameters of harmony and rhythm can still be 

verv successfiil. When we hear a song on the radio, we often decide if we like it or not 

based solely on the tune. It might be beautiful or catchy, and even if the words don't 

make any sense at all; a record could go platinum just based on how catchy it is. In 

contemporary classical music, however, a melody may not be catchy or even pleasing, 

but still regarded highly for excellence in terms of harmony or rhythm. 
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So it is with Western music in general, and also for Flamenco. Two types of 

music from two different cultures will necessarily have completely different histories and 

values, and so it is not surprising tiiat we find major differences in what each group 

considers to be good, and therefore to fmd more than a few differences in the defining 

characteristics of two separate camps of music. 

One of these major differences between flamenco and the Westernized music 

were are used to hearing in America, and from the music of the European classical 

tradition in general, is that the primary emphasis is not placed upon melody. Even more 

surprising to our sensibilities, hardly any importance at all is placed on harmony. Instead, 

it is in the content of the text of the copla, along with the timbre, or soimd quality, of how 

the words are conveyed by the singer which are most important. 

Taking a close second in the musical parameter hierarchy is the rhythm, which is 

multi-faceted and used mixed meter and intricate, overlaying rhythmical pattems as the 

norm. In contrast, our main rhythm is often easily divided into four counts to a measure. 

This approach is a completely foreign concept for someone with a flamenco mind 

set. To him, the tune that you might whistie means nothing and harmony means even less. 

There are no catchy tunes. Instead, flamencos are primarily concemed with the words, 

and the forceful and rhythmic impact that they convey. In fact, most flamenco tunes 

consist of a simple pattem of rising or falling steps through only four or five notes. 

Because of these differences, flamenco cannot be transcribed in the traditional 

Westem musical system because of its diversity in mode, tone, and rhythm. More 
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importantl}, emotional nuances and stresses of the expressive forces that are the spine of 

flamenco cannot be notated. 

Flamenco is a direct and sincere expression of fundamental human sentiments. 

The good news is that as these are fundamental, the art of flamenco is very accessible to a 

wide host of people outside of their culture, and despite the initial barriers, understanding 

of flamenco can be verv rewarding. 

The dev elopment of Flamenco can be thought of and understood as three distinct 

but complementary styleŝ ^ that fuse in the service of the flamenco way of life. Through 

song, dance, and rhvthms, the flamenco conception of self and mode of existence are 

celebrated. Just as there are emotional pattems in life, in Flamenco, rhythms are the 

heartbeat that carries this art forward. 

During quieter moments shared over a bottle of sherry, ordinary people gather to 

recite poetry, to lift spirits and give them courage. Today, flamenco continues a five 

hundred year tradition of hope while creating a tenor for the emotional vehicles of pride, 

desperation, and joy. 

^ (Andalusian, Gypsy, and Class Identity in the Contemporary Flamenco Complex) 
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Toque 

A young man saunters into the Jardin Murrillo on a sunny aftemoon with his 

guitar case slung over one shoulder and sits on top of one of the stone benches. Without 

noticing who mav or may not be around to listen, he opened his guitar case and gingerly 

took his guitar out of the box. Cigarette m mouth, he began to practice technical 

exercises in the Phrygian mode. An hour later, he rested his third cigarette in a space up 

on the next of the guitar on and began through ̂ /5era5, cigarette still burning. 

.According to Pohren, the unsung hero of Flamenco is the giiitarist.^^ In the mind 

of a flamenco, the guitarist exists in the shadow and the service of the singer and dancer, 

although he is now becoming more respected as an artist in his own right. 

As late as the last decade, flamenco recordings were routinely produced without 

e\ er giving mention or credit to the guitarist. Despite the fact that the extreme technical 

difficult) that flamenco guitar demands requires more dedication and constant practice 

than any other component of flamenco, the guitarist traditionally remained in the looming 

shadow of the singer and dancer. This trend is beginning to change as more and more 

solo flamenco guitar CDS are produced, and as a few stars such as Paco de Lucia gain 

fame. Yet, even Paco de Lucia, possibly the most famous and influential flamenco 

guitarist of all time, is quoted as saying that first comes die song, and all else comes, 

afterwards. 

For the flamenco guitarist himself, though, his guitar is more than likely his most 

prized possession (and possibly most valuable), or even considered an extension of 

23 Pohren, D.E. The Art of Flamenco. Pg 71 
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himself Not only are countiess hours given to the perfection of their craft, but serious 

flamenco guitarists also spend a great deal of time on personal physical care of their arms, 

hands, and especiallv their fingernails, which are essential in many of the styles necessary 

in the style. 

Because of the great amount of time dedicated to their instrument, which only 

fuels the already intense passion of the flamenco, guitarists often develop intimate 

relationships with their instruments. It is common for a flamenco to form what almost 

seems like a romantic relationship with their guitar. The guitarist (who is almost always 

male) will care for and love his instrument as he would love a woman. 

This sentiment has not only been expressed to me by the flamenco guitarist 

Cristobol. who pla) s at Los Reales, or simply confirmed through general observations of 

how guitarists will take their guitars to special places to practice, and will lift their 

instruments gingerly and in general demonstrate a sincere love for their guitar, but it is 

also an observation confirmed by several notable authors, aficionados, and the guitar 

players themselves. 

The guitar becomes the passion of the guitarist^''. His instrument is to be 

protected at all costs, something that he can part with only with great effort and sorrow. 

In many cases it becomes a status symbol. 

hi his autobiographical novel, Duende, Jason Webster writes of sti-oking the deep 

strings to create a sonorous sound that gives the guitarist a tiirill, a jondo sensation, and a 

desire to play and play well. There is definitely something linked to this attitude and 

romantic associations with the guitar, and this is certainly contributory to the interlocking 

^ Pohren. The Art of Flamenco. 
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relationship with the female dancer. This interaction between the guitarist and dancer and 

their relationship with each other is key to a good performance of flamenco. 

That is to say, it is essential in the modem form of flamenco. While today the 

Spanish guitar is obviouslv a very important component of modem flamenco, the 

addition of the guitar to the art form is a relatively recent one. For centuries, the essence 

of flamenco was the song, which was passed down verbally through generations of the 

traveling bands of gypsies. 

In both Indian and Moorish cultures, both of which have heavily influenced 

flamenco, there are traditions of passing down unaccompanied chant, and this only adds 

to the evidence that the earliest flamenco was also unaccompanied. 

No one knows exactly when the Flamenco guitar began to be used, but it is only 

in the last century that its role has evolved to be much more than rhythmic 

accompaniment. ^ Still today, there are many purists who perform entirely without 

guitar accompaniment at all. Especially with in the cante jondo forms, even mainstream 

artists refrain from much guitar accompaniment, often employing only simple, solitary 

chords to mark kev passages within a form, if used at all. This practice, applied to the 

most emotional songs, is a throw back to the ancient origins of flamenco, and most likely 

it is a tradition that will never completely disappear. 

It is worth noting here that there is a different between Spanish and flamenco 

guitar music. It may only be considered flamenco guitar when the guitarist stays tme to 

the original intent and character of the lyrics of the cante, which, as we have seen, above 

all seeks out emotion and dramatic expression. 

*̂ Social Outcasts 
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Today solos are becoming more and more popular and lengthy, the falsettos 

(which play a similar role as do guitar riffs in Jazz music) increasingly complicated. In 

the last two decades, experimentation and combinations with other types of music (such 

as jazz flamenco fusion) has exploded, and we have seen great collaborations such as the 

one between Chick Corea and Paco de Lucia, and displayed in Miles Davis's Saeta and in 

Sketches of Spain, but by and large the tme essence of flamenco guitar remains primarily 

an instrument of rhythm. 

Guitar and Palmas Players at Los Reales 
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Other rhythmical components: 

Also falling into the subcategory of Toque are additional rhythmical components, 

w hich certainly plav an important role. The rhythm, or compas , in flamenco is incredibly 

complex, due to the fact that each of the contributors to Flamenco, includmg the singer, 

guitarist, dancer, and clapper, even audience members might be all performing in a 

different t\pe of meter simultaneously. 

These meters might be binary, simple or complex, ternary, or any combination of 

the above. It is common for the vocalist to sing in binary while being accompanied in a 

temarv bv the guitarist, with additional cross-rhythms being provided by the taconeo 

(heel stamping of the dancer) palmas (hand clapping) and might even be accompanied by 

still another cross rhythm of someone else snapping their fingers (pitos) and even 

shouting (jaleo). all in perfect compas, or time. 

Jaleo- This is the rhythmic shouts of encouragement that spurs the artists on, 

" (Ole! or "jEso Es!" or " jSi se toca!" All of these shouts add to the 

dramatic, forcefully charged environment that flamenco takes place in. 

Palmas- The rhythmic clapping that occurs during a flamenco performance often 

is a component almost all members of a small, native audience 

participate in. Many flamencos have developed high levels of 

Virtuosity in this element, and several rhythms and counter rhythms are 

commonly clapped at once at a precision and speed that to the 

unaccustomed ear can be overwhelming. 
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Example of the overlaying rhythms 

Basic rhythmic pattem: 

Parallel rh>thm: 

> 

1 2 3 4 
> > > 

1 2 3 4 

of the buleria. 
> > 

5 6 7 8 
> > > 

5 6 1 2 

> 

9 10 
> 

3 4 

11 
> 

5 

> 

12 

6 

There is more than one kind of Palmas. and these are differentiated by the way in 

vv hich the hands produce the clap. The Pahnas Fuertes is louder and is created when the 

fingers of one hand strike the palm of the other. On the other hand, Palmas Sordas is 

created by cupping the palms together, creating a muted, quieter sound. 

Pitos 

This is finger snapping or knuckle tapping, and although one wouldn't 

normally think of something like fmger snapping as something that is 

especially v irtuosic. these finger snaps are also complicated. Usually this 

is done with both hands, each playing a different rhythm. 

The same method can be used by drumming knuckles on a table, 

providing a different sound quality, and in Seville, people are 

increasingly using hollow boxes or even napkin containers and 

beating the sides to achieve this added percussive layer. 
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Taconeo or Zapateado 

Stamping with the shoe is the remaining percussive element. This is most 

commonly executed by the dancer in conjunction with the dance although 

taconeo is in itself a separate element. The shoes of the dancer are such 

that by striking the floor with different parts of the shoe with varying 

intensities, a wide spectrum of tones can be achieved. 

A Word on Castanets: 

Though commonl) associated with the picture of flamenco in many 

American minds, they are not usuallv a part of hardcore flamenco, 

though they are popular in tourist \ enues and tabloas. They are also a 

popular accessory in the Sevillanas (see Song Forms). 

Each of these percussive elements require a great amount of time and 

dedication to reach a level of high proficiency, and when this is achieved three 

good palmas players can soimd like ten, creating a much higher level of mtensity 

and adding yet another layer of complexity in the art. 
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(Baile 

Chica grew up in the Triana, and today she dances in the basement of a restaurant, 

Los Reales, ev en. Friday and Saturday nights. She uses a good part of the money she 

scrapes together by dancing to rent a space where she can practice dancing. She is a 

Flamenca, and takes the art verv seriouslv. Chica taught me the basics of the flamenco 

dance; even, aftemoon I would come to the basement of the restaurant to practice with 

her. and she explained the rhythms and feet pattems. and more importantly how to arc my 

arms and fingers gracefiilly and expressiv ely. WTien my school schedule changed and I 

was unable to meet her at the same time, she refused to give me lessons any longer, 

saying that I wasn't really serious about flamenco if school was more important. 

I never leamed Chica's real name. Everyone just calls her Chica. She has a scar 

on the right side of her face, and when she talks to you, she has an uncontrolled twitch. I 

was always curious if it had something to do with the scar, which kind of goes across her 

eye. You can see it in the pictures I've taken of her. I asked Pola what happened to her, 

and all he would say is that it happened when she was a little girl. 

But w hen Chica dances, she never twitches, and her neck moves as beautifully as 

her intertwining fingers do, and as smoothly and purposefully as well. 

Her fmgers speak more loudly tiien any part of her body, no matter how rapidly her fiery 

foot stamping becomes. 
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The way that Chica dances is a good example of 
how traditional bailoras move. Graceful hand 
movements are integral to a good performance of any 
flamenco dancer. It is through these that the dancers 
show their emotions of any particular moment during a 
song, whether it be pain, sorrow, joy, or happiness. 
Like the movements of the rest of the body, these hand 
movements are improvised, and so the movements will 
differ from dancer to dancer, though the grace and 
seneral form will be a common feature. 

The presence of a flamenco bailora is at once both proud and graceful, at the same 

time suggestive and passionate, though her passion is restrained. On any given night, a 

dancer experience with evolve over the early hours of the moming in more or less the 

following fashion: 

The flamenco dancer is seated on the edge of a curved row filled with the rest of 

her companeros'^; the guitarist, the singers, and others clapping and shouting rhythms. 

She herself with is silent, focusing intently on the singer while quietiy tapping out the 

rhvthms of the cante into her palms, her high heeled shoes also clicking time. Like all of 

the flamencos, he face is contorted into an expression of deep emotion, her golden 

chandelier earrings sway with her face, adding a soft metallic sound to her palmas. 

The music is surrounding her and she is oblivious to all except those feelings which the 

music has conjured within her. The singer finishes his verse and the guitar continues, and 

25 Companions 
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slowiv the bailora rises out of her chair, only after the singer has completed his verse, 

and music has moved her to do so. 

All at once she looks decidedly forward, opening her bright eyes and stamping 

one foot defiantiy. She raises her arms high above her head, fmgers in curled arabesques, 

arms curved like two swans facing each other; the flamenco dance has begun. 

She does not dance to the music; the guitar plays to the dance. They both continue 

to send each other messages, communicating where the music is going. Then, the singer 

joins in again, intensifying the magic that was already brewing in the air; duende. There 

are no rehearsed mov ements in the steps, and there are no gaudy, superficial sexual taunts 

so typical of tourist oriented ticketed shows- this is a mature eroticism. There is only the 

feeling of the music and the movements it draws from the dancer's body. 

The beautv of this initial part of the dance is innate, and its grace is something 

that is visually conveyable to many cultures, and so it is no wonder that it has been the 

dance that has been prostituted the most through the trivialization inherent with the 

commercialization of the art; the paid dancers dance what sells. To many people, 

especially Europeans and North Americans, the word flamenco is most closely associated 

to the heel stamping dancer rather than the singer or guitarist. 

However, this wasn't always die case. Historically, die dance has taken the back 

seat to other components of the art form. In actuality, from the perspective of a flamenco, 

the dancer retains the position underneath that of the singer. It is only in ticketed tourist 

shows that the spotlight becomes fixated on the dancer. 
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Like die cante and guitar, die dance was also influenced by Persian, Byzantine, 

Greek. Hebrew, and Arabic elements. The Arabic influences especially can still be 

observed in the dance in its modem form. For example, the limitation of movement to 

the upper body (fingers, hips, and arms) with the combination of elaborate footwork 

without ever showing die legs could be a hangover from Moorish religious beliefs which 

forbade women to show tiie skin of tiieir legs. This sort of "covering up" of female 

sexuality- is also a common theme in the ideology of the gypsies, who to this day test the 

virginity of a woman before she is to be wed. Indian characteristics, such as the 

expressive movement of die fingers, are also present. 

Ballet is Up. Flamenco is Down 

In Spanish, the word for a ballerina is "bailarin." In contrast, the word for a 

flamenco dancer is bailora. For a flamenco dancer, to be called a bailarin is just about 

as bad an insult as any. Although the words are differentiated by only a few letters, the 

two art forms themselves are y in and yang. 

The movements and aesthetics of the two arts are almost without fail in direct 

opposition to each other. Ballerinas are seen leaping through the air, the waif-like bodies 

spinning, legs lifted. Ballet is almost always choreographed, and perfection is mandatory. 

The thin, young dancers (old or fat ballerinas are almost unheard of) dances are almost 

never performed in small groups, instead catering to large audiences. 

Flamenco, on the other hand, is a heavier, earth centered dance that is centered on 

mature eroticism. There are no jumps or a light, airy feel to the flamenco dance. As 

much of flamenco is centered aroimd some type of stmggle, some people feel the lifted 
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arms are suggestive of a stmggle to lift themselves. However, the bailora remams 

connected with the earth and makes no attempt to overcome gravity. Often times, the 

older, larger flamenco dancer can command the attention of an audience with a grace and 

presence imachievable by the younger, less experienced dancers. Older dancers with 

bodies that would be considered to be flawed by Westem standards are often revered by 

members of the flamenco community. 

Because so much of Flamenco is centered in the expression of deep emotion, 

older dancers have an advantage of drawing upon many more life experiences. Alicia 

Laura, a dancer, spoke to me of transporting her mind to the times of greatest sadness in 

her life when she performed a sole It was only when her mind was consumed with these 

feelings that she was able to perform with the amount of dignity and sincerity required by 

the dance. She said that, without these life experiences she drew upon when performing, 

she would be lost. 

(Dress of the (Dancers 

Generally, the men of flamenco don't typically dress in any particular way. In 

penas as well as in many tabloas, there is no set dress code. In penas, the men will wear 

anything from t-shirts and jeans to vests and tight slacks. Even in the most the touristy 

tabloas, the extent of uniformity for the men might be a white crisp button up shirt tucked 

into black slacks. 

In contrast, the women dancers have a very distinctive manner of dress that share 

many common characteristics despite ever changing styles and current trends. The 

women wear full length (no flamenco dancer would wear anything shorter than an ankle 
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length skirt, and many flamenco dresses have impressively long trains) skirts that are 

frequentiy polka-dotted and almost always have several flounces and mffles. This style 

of dress is not only an important visual component to the art, but it is also is a tribute to 

the traditional, colorful dress of the gypsies. 

Macfiisimo amfTlamenco Dancing 

Machisimo still is spread widely throughout Spain. It is important to remember 

that women did not get the right to vote in Spain until 1979. 

The most severe examples of this are found still today at gypsy weddings, where a 

w Oman still tests the virginity of a woman with a white cloth before she can be married. 

If the cloth doesn't come out stained, you can bet on a lot of fighting to ensue promptly. 

Interestingly enough, the suggestion of all things erotic is found both in the 

dance as well as the verse of flamenco. It stands to reason that the sometimes erotic, 

always suggestive flamenco dance would appeal to those raised in a sexually controlled 

environment. It is also perhaps why gypsy women, and other women who contributed to 

the art, dance the way they do— with their arms poised over their heads like a bull who is 

about to charge, fingers and arms curving suggestively but not explicitly inviting, defying 

those who would attempt to control her. 
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Without the song, flamenco would not exist. It is by far the most integral and 

important aspect of the art, respected above both the dance and the guitar by nearly all 

aficionados due to the power and meaning of the poetic lyrics. 

Style 

Even so, the cante is usually the least favorite part of flamenco for outsiders. This 

is because it is the most foreign and least easily comprehended part of the art. The 

singing is described as sounding like the howling of wolves in the Tundra and painful 

wailing of a creature waiting to die. Not exactly the smooth, suave qualities we 

appreciate in Westem singing- but Flamenco is anything but Westem. 

If we listen to flamenco with our westem ears, much of what the singer is trying 

to convey becomes lost. We miss the weavings and the use of quartertones, and even 

more tragically we don't appreciate the most important aspects of the art, the intimate and 

most passionate expression of deep emotions. 

Cante jonde is designed through great evolution of expression those emotions 

most essential to the human existence, emotions of tragedy and beauty, misfortune and 

consolation, inspiration and pain. By failing to acknowledge this essential role of the 

cante, we miss out on the strong rhythmic force, the tone, the expression, and most 

importantly, the duende evoked by the words sung by an inspired cantaor. 
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One of the most off-setting features of the cante to an outsider ears is the rough, 

coarse quality of the voice which is considered quite desirable to the Flamenco world. 

The V oice is often cracked and split, and has a hoarse, gratmg quality to it. This is called 

"voz afilla," and almost without exception, the best flamenco singers possess all of the 

above characteristics to an extreme degree. 

UTien listening to flamenco, you should also be aware of how the singer often 

comes in just a hair in front or behind of the beat you would expect the singer to start on. 

This could be compared to Jazz musicians pushing or pulling the beat. 

The affect of this is two fold. First, it allows the singer to emphasize some of the 

words or a part of the song. Secondly, it gives the song a curving and seamless quality. 

This technique, by the way, makes the guitarist role of maintaining relentless, constant 

rhythm that much more difficult and important. 

And these things, the words and the rhythm, both focus intensively on not only 

the simple delivery. but on die forceful expression behind these two things, which is what 

gives flamenco its tme meaning. This expression is emitted through his or her facial 

expression as well as the words and vocal style. While singing, the face is often 

contorted into expressions of pain or anguish, or of another emotion he or she is trying to 

express. 

Expression does not always mean sadness. There is one other When he 

started to sing for me (in an attempt to receive a kiss from me, he beat his chest and 

nodded his head in a rhythmical pattem foreign to me. At die end of the night, he tapped 

his foot ahnost unconsciously in a palmas rhythm while singing- rapping, really, lyrics 
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about how silly I was being in my refusal to kiss him. I'm not sure exactly what rhythm 

it was, but it definitely rhyined, definitely included the wordspayo^^ and Estados 

Lnidos' . culo' and I pretty much gathered from the laughter it was directed at me. 

Quite a change from earlier in the night when he was telling me what a beautiful face and 

lips I had, and that for one kiss he would sing anything for me. I suppose I should be 

flattered he sang to me, but something tells me this is a somewhat practiced tune. 

Because of the emphasis placed on rhythmical characteristics and expression, the 

melody itself has a much lower contribution to the song as a whole than it does in 

Westem music. A popular rock song may become a hit or fail based on the melody alone, 

but for a cantaor. the melody is very low on his list of priorities. 

This is not to say the melody is unimportant, just less important, and usually 

displays the least amount of complexity. In many song forms, most notably the Siguiriyas, 

the melody only really comprises of four or five notes weaving around each other and in 

between what we recognize as pitches. These weavings are however very complex, and 

are essential tools for rhythmic and emotional shading. The singing curves around itself, 

and the goal is to create a seamless presentation focused on expression and tone. It relies 

on the steady compas (rhythm) of the guitar for continuity and coherence. 

^̂  Unflattering term for foreigner 
'̂ United States of America 

^ a slightly voilgar euphemism in reference to a women's posterior physical attributes 
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Examples of Singers Facial Contortions 
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T,tfinicity 

.After 1 asked Antonio if he was a gypsy, and he proudly said yes, I asked him 

what it meant to be a gypsy. His prideful reply was that a gypsy was a person who is OF 

flamenco. 

Another time, at the Carboneria (a bar tucked away in a narrow street and owned 

by a cousin of Antonio), after playing my own interpretation of a flamenco piece on the 

piano from the crowd, I had the opportunity to talk with more self identified gypsies, and 

observed a similar sense of pride. 

One of the two. Javier, was a singer. After I was told that he was a singer, 1 said 

(in my intermediate level Spanish), "Very good, so can you sing me a song tonight? I've 

been studying flamenco, and I'd love to hear you sing." And he told me that he 

couldn't sing on demand; he had to wait until he was moved to do so. 

He also told me that my technique on the piano was very good (actually, it is quite 

bad, by Westem Classical standards) but that I should also wait until I felt duende, and 

that would make my playing better. But he wouldn't sing that night. 

When I asked him, he told me he was a gypsy. This is the most reliable way of 

determining whether someone is or isn't, and because it seems that anyone who is not a 

gypsy has little reason to want to be identified as one while everyone who is wears their 

pride on their sleeve, sunply asking is a fairly reliable way to determine who is and is not 

a gypsy. 

When I asked if there were other gypsies in the bar and he told me there were 

three for certain, and maybe a couple more but he would have to talk to them for awhile 
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to be sure. The people he pointed out all had similar maimerisms and a straight way of 

standing, a pridefiil w ay of standing. 

To me this indicates that, at least to the gypsy, they are definitely a race of their 

own. ev en though they no longer have their own community^^ and have interbred to the 

point that it couldn't really be considered a "race" per say. This suggests that there is 

more than blood that constitutes the Gitano identity, although most gypsies I have met 

would adamantly disagree. 

There is a strong sense of pride in their gypsy identity. and many consider the 

tradition of flamenco largely due to their own ancestral heritage and contributions. Some 

simply refuse to acknowledge the contributions of other cultures. 

However, that the flamenco isn't found only in blood, but in a kind of subculture. 

Pax'os^^ (most notably Paco de Lucia, who was not and never clauned to be a gypsy, yet 

is one of the most famous flamencos of all time) who participate in this lifestyle will have 

a similar mentality and will perform in much the same context as any Gitano. 

The exact lineage of flamenco is the most controversial topic relating to 

Flamenco^'. Historically, many strong ruling cultures predominated Andalucia, such as 

the Romans, Carthaginians, Visigoths, and Moors, and all of these cultures left their 

marks on Southern Spain, and as the cultures brushed we may assume that so did their 

music. It stands to reason that we may see a mixture of these influences in the music 

associated with the land they all inhabited, rather dian giving credit to only one of the 

^ Gypsies were forced out of the Triana section of Seville decades ago out into high rise, 
low cost apartment buildings. 
°̂ A sometimes, but not always slightly derogatory word for a non-gypsy. 
'̂ According to Juan Vergillos, author of Conocer el Flamenco. 
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many influential cultures that lived there. While there are certamly influences from the 

.\rabs, Jews, and Americans, the gypsy influence remains the most prevalent and 

important, precisely because gypsy identity is heavily reliant on a certain lifestyle in 

addition to genetics. 

What exactiy is a gypsy? Is that not itself a description of a particular way of 

lite rather than a race? The Gitanos are not and very well may never have been a "pure" 

race. For that matter, no race is a completely pure one, but with the Gitanos, this is 

especially tme. 

Gypsies were a people who trav eled often and tended not to dwell permanently in 

cities. Many lived in caves and few considered themselves subject to anyone's lawful 

authority. They were a people who placed a high value above freedom, even above 

security and social acceptance. 

In the 16th century, shortly after the Gypsies had made their way from India, there 

were over 50.000 slaves in Spain . These served primarily as status symbols, but as they 

grew prohibitively expensive, many were released. Spain's fortunes decreased in the 

17th century (they had been enjoying stolen wealth of the Americas for some time now, 

but their luck was running out) and places like Seville were regularly plagued with food 

shortages and beggars by the thousands. 

By now the gypsies had been here for a couple hundred years, and their various 

bands (travelers who came from Egypt or India, or both) grew larger due to assimilation 

of runaway slaves, Moorish peasants in fear of expulsion, and Jews running from the 

Inquisition, bohemian rogues also running from the law. In general, bands consisted of 

^̂  Antonio Dominquez Ortiz 
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all of the social outcasts and outlaws. In many people's eyes, the gypsies were seen as 

public enemy number one, a highly undesirable menace and pest. Flamenco was come to 

be seen by society as a moral terror, and was looked upon by deep contempt by the upper 

ridges of society.'^ 

Because of their semi nomadic lifestyle, though, the laws against the gypsies were 

to some degree largely un-enforced, and when compared to how horribly the Moriscos 

''were treated, and the Jews as well; they had a much better situation. They didn't have 

to deal to the same extent with forces conversions to Catholicism, the Jewish expulsion of 

1492. the Inquisition, statues of blood purity. 

Later, in 1609. there was another expulsion that required three hundreds thousand 

Moriscos to flee. Many of them, however, found a way to stay behind, hiding among the 

gypsies. Of course, they took their music with them into hiding. The Gitano bands were 

known for being hospitable people who often took in escaped felons and other displaced 

persons' . 

During the expulsion of the Jews in 1492 and later when both of these groups of 

people suffered the atrocities of the Spanish Inquisition, it was the Gypsies who were 

known to provide refuge and sanctuary for Jews and Moors. Of course, flamenco shows 

heavy influence by both of these two additional ethnicities. 

Eventually, diough, as the refugees assimilated into die gypsy culture, the labels 

of -Jew" or "Arab" wore off, and these people too became considered gypsies. This was 

fortunate as their continued existence often depended upon being taken for one. Because 

^̂  Mitchell, page 45 
' ' Moorish Peasant 
^* Caraillac. Moriscos y Cristianos, 91-98. 
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dieir lives depended on it, this process of assimilation undoubtedly hastened. Lifestyle 

rather than bloodlines became what was important in the gypsy identity. 

More and more, the music of these people became a source of sharing identity 

and expressing the common emotions and feelings all of them shared from being cast out 

from society. It seems that instead of a music of any one particular ethnicity (though 

distinct ethnic groups definitely contributed) it may also be considered the music of the 

imderclass. the cast away, the unwanted. It is because of this division between the people 

who cultivated the art form and mainstream society that the art form was able to grow 

and dev elop independently of the rest of music of Spain and Westem Europe. Today the 

music expresses much of the same emotions and feelings. It also serves as a social 

function of consecrating an identity. and it perhaps for this reason that those who 

consider themselves gypsies hold so tightly onto the responsibility of cultivating and 

preserving flamenco. 

Because the laws against gypsies didn"t include the death penalty, many Moriscos 

depended on blending in as a gypsy at the cost of their lives. Along with their blood, the 

new addition to the gypsy bands brought with them their songs, dances, musical 

instruments, and their own style of fiesta. 

These historical events cement die fact "gypsy" can be an unreliable or at least 

unclear term and demonstrates the equal importance of the Moorish (and others) 
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influence, and to show that these cultures are as much a part of 'Gitano' as any other 

group. The important thing to remember is, once again, more than ethnicity. 

Flamenco is a way of life. 
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gLO(BJLCIZA1lO!N: 

T,CO?mMICS jmD "MCKNOLOgr 

That night at the Carboneria when I spoke with Javier, the singer, he expressed to 

me his deep conflict between staying tme to the pure philosophy of Flamenco, and at the 

same time accepting money for performances. It is no longer a world where gypsies can 

roam freely. or liv e in their traditional way without starving. As Pohren put it, Gypsies 

simply no longer fit into this world. Javier sings for money because he had to, not 

because it is what he desires. 

It can be expected that elements of each of the cultural and musical tradition 

contributed to the development of flamenco in some way or another, just as the modem 

influence of the proliferation of modem rock now affects popular European music. 

So too does the common time pop feel of widespread American rock affect upcoming 

tastes in Flamenco-related music. In many tabloas, a high percentage of the songs 

performed are now bulerias, or alegrias, which tend to have more of a four-four feel, 

contain happier subject matter, and are more upbeat than the tt-agic wailing of, say, a 

seguiriya. 

hi fact, a current Spanish pop star, David Bisbol, recently released an exceptionally 

popular cd, die hit single of which is entitied buleria. This song is a contemporary rock 

tune, aldiough it is named after a ti^itional flamenco form. "Buleria," is played in 

discotecas in the same mix as American hip songs with artists such as Ludicrous and Run 
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DMC for young audiences who would have previously looked to flamenco juergas for 

musical expression. 

The rumba, also a popular dance form which has infiltrated the flamenco world, 

reflects not only the tourist audience taste for a 4/4 feel, but also the influences of other 

Latin countries. The prevalence of rumbas, traditionally a Latin American dance, is 

observed by a cursory glance over track names of newer Flamenco 

.At the same time, however, there is some what of move towards conservatism of 

the art form. While it is apparent that technology continues to change and influence the 

art form in a more homogenized, global pop kind of way, some of the technological 

influences are rev ealed in unanticipated ways. This popular influenced is frowned upon 

by older flamenco generations, and many of them have come together and created private 

flamenco clubs, penas, in order to preserve traditional flamenco performance. 

The creation and increased distribution of recorded Flamenco artists, such as Paco 

Lucia, or video recordings of famous dancers such as Lola Flores, have no doubt 

contributed to a larger audience of the art and has secured the preservation of the art on a 

global scale but these recordings are also responsible for diminishing the creativity and 

stunted the growth of flamenco. For example, when once songs were carried only in 

memory and melodies shifted, songs evolved, and new ones were created. 

Now, the songs are recorded for posterity onto compact discs. Once an oral, or, in 

the case of the guitar, aural tradition, now tunes are memorized and imitated. It is now 

possible to simply read the lyrics and imitate a style of singing widi die help of the tape 

recorder. 
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This can be discouraging for would be performers who in the past would not have 

necessarily been hesitant about changing a song for interpretational or artistic reasons. 

.\lso, where as the best guitarists often created their own falsetas and necessarily 

developed unique and ever changing styles, now it is common for recordings of the guitar 

greats, such as Paco de Lucia, to be studied relentlessly and them mimic the falsetas, or 

copy them exactly. This has made the art more static if more commercially viable, more 

predictable if more concrete. 

New guitarists are expected to leam to play in exactly the same manner as the 

greats, emphasizing conservation rather than inventiveness^^ Because of this emphasis on 

preserv ation. as well as producing or selling "what sells." tabloas have become a sort of 

double edged sword slicing in both the direction of artistic progression and regression 

simultaneously. While at the same time promoting flamenco in a more global sphere, 

endangering the art by presenting only crowd pleasers where the crowd is not familiar 

with flamenco can be a dangerous side effect. 

There is some irony in that the carpe diem attitude of so many flamencos is now 

tried to be preserved for posterity within the penas. This privatization of flamenco is 

moving more and more toward ritual, and it is interesting to see an art form bom in the 

margins of society in the midst of the uncouth subcultures is now considered almost 

sacred in nature on a global level. 

•"̂ Pohren. The Art of Flamenco 
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(Pfiilbsopfiy 

Philosophies of cultures are always a dominant force in musical creation. In 

-A-sian cultures, vv here reincarnation and a more circular thought process are common, we 

see cyclical music. In Westem cultures and philosophies, where the end must result m a 

realization of a defmed goal is important, we see harmonic progressions that end with a 

strong, authentic cadences. 

Flamenco is also a reflection of a philosophy. The philosophy and attitude of 

flamenco is rooted in the histories of the performers themselves. The gypsy's nomadic 

existence and historic reputation of flouting authority and living outside of the constraints 

of society are characteristics of a philosophy of a culture that reveal themselves in their 

music. 

Life goals of the people who create and live flamenco are completely different 

from other societies. The philosophy of flamenco does not incorporate a metaphysics 

that defines success in the same way. To a flamenco, to work and save money in order to 

take a vacation, merely to retum to the same hated job, collecting money as if it were a 

measurement of one" s success is a foreign concept. An existence that places security as a 

value is no existence at all to a flamenco. Likewise, one never knows where a flamenco 

performance might take you, what songs will be played, how long a solo might be, or if it 

will even occur. 

This is evident from their historically nomadic, and still sometkne erratic, 

lifestyle. Because their fundamental life values are different, it makes sense that so too 
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differ the musical goals of flamenco. The end result of flamenco music and westem 

classical music are both a reflections of a particular culture's philosophy. 

Take for example the freedom of improvisation within a skeletal stmcture. The 

freedom of movement in both the voice and the dancer is reminiscent of the wandering 

lifestyle of the gypsies. Or, look at the emphasis placed on compas that is both the 

backbone and heartbeat of flamenco. That one constant in life, the first continual rhythm 

we hear in the womb, becomes observed and emphasized through musical time; their 

emphasis on the expression of emotion is centered around a strong, stable rhythm. Even 

the poetic lyrics are sung with an aesthetic of roughness, a hoarse kind of cry; the timbre 

of the voice is frowned upon by upper society just as much as the culture itself- both are 

against the grain. 

The idea of only singing for oneself without regard to the audience is a deep one 

that is expressed often in the attimde of flamenco. The philosophy of musicians affects 

not only the music, but the venue it is performed in. It is an attitude confirmed by the 

poet Felix Grande, who wrote in his "Memoria de Flamenco" the following: 

"I write what I feel like writing and I have no a priori 
respect for any reader, still less if the reader expects me to 
allow a sense of shame.. .that I will have no part of... .to 
suffocate my memory or disguise it, of cut off its splendid 
testicles. Memory is virile and libertarian, and breaks in 
when it wishes. How am I going to stop it, especially now, 
when 1 have on my desk unemployment statistics, and in 
my past the image of my father migrating from his home 
working as a bricklayer in Madrid?" 
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Carlos and Pedro Caba Landa were promoters of a similar philosophy they 

described as "libertarian communism" which they claimed was the ideology most in tune 

with deep song, because it more than any other philosophy promoted solidarity while 

simultaneously respecting the individuality of the Andalusian workers and peasants. 

When asked to define libertarian communism, one peasant replied, "It means everyone 

can do what he feels like."31 

This ideology is supported by the testimony of an older gypsy outlined in on of 

Pohren's earliest essays in the beginning of The Art of Flamenco. He outlines 

extensively the importance of this individual freedom within the context of a band of 

gypsies, of family. Likewise, flamenco artists themselves have huge amounts of artistic 

freedom within the families of songs they are performing. Just as it is important to them 

that they can do what the feel like, it is similarly important that musicians can perform 

how they feel like. 

Mitchell claims Flamenco Ethnicity is a result of a particular set of social 

relations characterized by dependence, alcohol, ritual, emotive folk music, and small-

group catharsis. ^ 

I have reservation with his observation as he omits the important of freedom and 

philosophic attributes while instead emphasizing dependence. However, prevalence of 

alcohol, dmg use. and ritual was, in my personal experience, a highly important part of 

the flamenco worid. Widiout fail, dmgs and alcohol were a part of of all private 

flamenco performances I witnessed, and without fail, I was asked to participate in dmg 

^' Andalucia: Su comunismo y su cante Jondo pages 203-205: 
'^ Mitchell, Deep Song Sociology. Page 41 
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use, usually cocaine or hash. In my opinion, if I had engaged in this, I would have been 

more readily accepted into the group. My refusal to participate separated me from the 

flamencos. 

It seems clear that both performance and sometimes the reception of genuine 

duende and the flamenco experience would be difficult if not impossible to experience in 

a state of sobriety, and there may be some science behind the altered states of mind that 

occur when dmgs enter bodily systems. Dmg use among other types of musicians, such 

as in jazz or rock music, is common as well, and perhaps in each it is viewed as an aid to 

reach a particular level of heightened or at least altered state of mind that is seen as an aid 

to the f)erformers to reach "duende.'" 
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^Nationalism 

Historically looked upon as the music of the lower class, Flamenco enjoyed a 

golden age from the mid nineteenth to the earliest twentiedi century in which the 

performance of flamenco in ritzy flamenco cafes became the vogue for members of the 

social upper crust to attend. Later, Flamenco suffered a downward trend, but in recent 

years has enjoyed a uprising of popularity once more^^. This observation is confirmed by 

the extreme commercial success of tourist-oriented tabloas as well as a new proliferation 

or penas and publications dedicated to the art. Spain has been able to promote and 

market Flamenco as a national symbol, despite its historic disdain for the art form, and 

this has proved to be v ery profitable for the country. 

The Resurgence in the popularity and extensiveness in Flamenco could possibly 

be tied to the need to establish a stronger national identity, especially with the recent 

joining with the European Union. With the renewed importance of the tourism industry 

in an area still plagued by an astonishingly high unemployment rate (40% for the ages of 

20-45> the resurgence is partially due to the popularity and commercial success of 

tabloas. 

As Pohren. points out in his book. The Art of Flamenco, this is a double edged 

sword to the art of Flamenco, as the tabloas cater to the tourists and will sacrifice art for 

appeal m many cases. This cycle, if it spins out of hand, has the potential to desfroy what 

it currently helping to preserve. In Los Gallos, for example, one of the most famous 

tabloas in Seville who often might sell a whole audience of seats to a tour bus payos for 

*̂ Robin Totten, Social Outcasts: An Introduction to Flamenco. 
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29 Euros a seat, there is a much greater emphasis on the dancer than the singer. Though 

Los Gallos has a reputation for being a cut above many of the tabloas, and in fact 

advertises only showing the purest flamenco, the lack of emphasis on the cantaor, which 

should by all rights be the center of attention, can't be overlooked. By contrast, private 

penas and random unplanned shows at places such as the Carboneria or the Tamboril, 

and even at some tabloas who dont charge an admittance fee such as Los Reales, often 

don't showcase a dancer at all. The singers often have long solos and the dancers give 

full respect and priority to the singers rather than themselves dancing in the spotlight. 

Chica, for example, would become angry at the audience when the volume of 

talking became louder than a whisper during a song or the guitar and palmas section. 

Ev en though the tourist crowd naturally hushed w hen she began to dance, her concem 

was for the lack of silence during the cante, and not her dancing. 

Whatever the case of the double edged sword effect the tabloas might have, the 

resurgence in popularity of flamenco in recent years cannot be denied. Because this 

occured in the last two decades, beginning in the 198()s, one caimot ignore the proximity 

in time with the death of the fascist dictator Franco, who died in 1975. Sitting on busses 

and walking down the street, hearing older Spaniards smg the Cante and clap the rhythms, 

it is obvious that the art never disappeared, but was only muffled for some time. The 

presence of a Fascist dictator might defmitely have affected the outward social expression 

of the art, and this merits further investigation. 

Though one feeling is that the oppression did halt the expansion of the art form in 

a social context, others feel that flamenco was used by Franco as a vehicle to promote 
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Spanish culture. Lola Flores is a good example of this type of promotion. However, 

others feel that because of the oppressiveness of the regime and in fact many important 

artists fled Spain during this time period m pursuit of greater freedom in artistic 

expression. Schools of this thought believe that flamenco growth was stagnated during 

this period. 

On the other hand perhaps the oppression that precluded the flight of important 

flamencos such as Carmen Amaya and Antonio Triana, who came into their own in North 

and South .America, actually set the stage for future popularity in a greater global theatre. 

It does appear that when Franco died in 1975 Spain's doors figuratively opened to the 

rest of the world, and flamenco dance, song, and music began to flourish. This marks the 

next great ev olutionary process that was started in the late 1970s. Paco de Lucia is given 

credit for much of this evolution with his introduction of Jazz harmonies and Latin 

instrumentation into his compositions. His hit "Entre dos Aguas" is a great example of 

this change. TTie introduction of modem and jazz dance elements into flamenco dance 

during the 1980s is y et another feature observable in the way flamenco dance is being 

presented today'". 

In sum. Flamenco is, like all art, influenced by myriad ethnomusicological 

constmcts, such as those discussed here. In modem world of rapid change, these 

^̂  Corresondence with Oscar Nieto, the Artistic Director of the Al Mozaico Flamenco Dance 
Academy in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. 
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influences become perhaps ev en more prominent. Today Flamenco is evolving at an 

unprecedented rate due to changes in Spanish politics, global economics, as well as 

media. Today Flamenco is often fused with jazz, hip hop, African or Cuban rhythms, and 

others. These new approaches to Flamenco are called Nuevo Flamenco, the next phase in 

Flamenco's evolution 
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Physical Geography: 

Descriptions of Local Flamenco Haunts in Seville, Espana 

In Seville, even in larger supermarkets, flamenco music is often played through 

stereo systems. It is not uncommon to see. while walking down any city street, a person 

sitting on a bench or behind their newsstand suddenly break out into palmas. It is not 

uncommon to observe women waiting for a bus at a parada33 curving their fingers in and 

their hands outward, in movements often used in flamenco dancing and the sevillanas. It 

is common even for yoimg people walking down the street or waiting in line at the school 

cafeteria to clap palmas or tap their feet. 

In more formal settings, such as in tabloas or other flamenco venues, such as the 

penas "̂̂  that line Calle Betiz"' to see many people tapping dieir knuckles and long, 

flamenco guitar fingernails. 

Below, three very different venues are described in order to give an idea about the 

diverse settings flamenco can be observed within. 

La Carboneria- This is a bar owned by the cousin of Antonio, one of my gypsy friends 

It was originally a coal yard, which is were it gets its name. There is a fireplace in the 

front room, and a piano that anyone is welcome to play. In the second room there is 

^̂  Bus stop. 
•̂  a more private, less public place full of more aficionados and less tourist observers 
•'̂ a street in the Triana next to the River Guadalquivir) 
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Physical Geography: 

Descriptions of Local Flamenco Haunts in Seville, Espana 

In Seville. even in larger supermarkets, flamenco music is often played through 

stereo systems. It is not uncommon to see. while walking down any city street, a person 

sitting on a bench or behind their newsstand sudderdy break out into palmas. It is not 

uncommon to observe women waiting for a bus at a parada33 curving their fingers in and 

their hands outward, in mov ements often used in flamenco dancing and the sevillanas. It 

is common even for young people walking down the street or waiting in line at the school 

cafeteria to clap palmas or tap their feet. 

In more formal settings, such as in tabloas or other flamenco venues, such as the 

pefias ^ that line Calle Betiz ' to see many people tapping their knuckles and long, 

flamenco guitar fingernails. 

Below, three v ery different venues are described in order to give an idea about the 

diverse settings flamenco can be observed within. 

La Carboneria- This is a bar owned by the cousin of Antonio, one of my gypsy friends 

It was originally a coal yard, which is were it gets its name. There is a fireplace in the 

front room, and a piano that anyone is welcome to play. In the second room there is 

another bar and a stage area where the guitarists will sit and play, and occasionally a 

^^ Bus stop. 
•̂  a more private, less public place full of more aficionados and less tourist observers 
•'̂ a street in the Triana next to the River Guadalquivir) 
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woman, usually not dressed up, will dance. There are several comers and cubbyholes, 

and as a result several performances may occur simultaneously. It is more common for a 

man to dance here. More often than not, there will be no dancing at all, but rather a solo 

singer, or perhaps a singer with accompanied by one guitarist. Patrons of the bar know 

the song forms and will clap along and offer v erbal encouragement. Performances are 

never scheduled or staged here. Instead, the party usually starts up when someone 

(usually someone who has had a few glasses of wine) begins to sing around 1 A.M. 

Los Reales— This is also a bar that had a basement which served as a tablao. This bar is 

also owned by a cousin of Antonio, and Pola and Chica worked here every weekend. 

Because it is a tabloa with free scheduled performances at 9PM and 11PM, it tends to 

draw an interesting mixture of locals and tourists. During the breaks between shows, the 

locals who come to watch Chica dance and Pola sing gadier around together and entertain 

themselv es by performing die folk dance Sevillanas. After die second scheduled 

performance. Pola, Chica, and die guitarist Cristobol would often head over to either the 

Carboneria for more flamenco, or instead would walk over to the pefias that line die street 

Calle Beds. 
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La Calle Betis - This street contains many small, private flamenco clubs, or pefias. 

These are usually very small places without signs or scheduled performances of any kind. 

In general, pefias are not open to the public, and one is only allowed in if they know 

someone else who is part of the club. This is an ideal place for a juerga, or private 

flamenco party. These parties are the purist flamenco outlet, the one tmest to the 

historical senings of the art. Usually, these parties last until 4AM. and sometimes go on 

until sunrise. 

Los Gallos hi stark contrast with the atmosphere and philosophy found in the pefias, Los 

Gallos is an example of a tvpical tabloa. Performances are scheduled and ticketed, the 

songs performed usually pre-determined. Performers dress in traditional flamenco 

costumes- polka dot dresses for women, white shirts and black pants for musicians and 

male dancers. The spotlight is more centered on the dancer rather than on the smger, and 

the guitarist is often highlighted as well. 
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Connections witH Jazz/O^ew Orleans as a Case Stuffy in tfie Significance of 

<PCace am£<Pre-adaptation- CulturaC(Ecology applied to Musical Torm 

Flamenco has historically been the art of the social outcasts, an underground 

music of the common people, the unwanted people of society. It is only until more 

recendy that the tourist industry and technology have helped draw out flamenco into 

more public and accessible v enues. 

There are notable similarities between the music of Southem Blacks, especially of 

the Louisiana area blacks and their blues/jazz history, and Flamenco. Both of the musical 

genres were used as a means of strengthening identity of the outcast groups. Both of the 

genres rely heavily upon improvisation within certain constraints (such as form) and 

follow a distinctive, syncopated rhythm (swing in jazz, palmas in flamenco). Both have a 

tradition of jam sessions (in flamenco it is called the juerga), and both have lyrics that 

often tunes focus on the laments of the group of the musicians. Additionally, both groups 

hav e created a tradition of street performances and private clubs dedicated to the 

performance of the music, and perhaps most notably both groups have contributed 

heavily to the existence of world class carnivals and festivals, both of which deal with 
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releases of some sort in response or anticipation of a religious event close to the date of 

the carnival' 

Geographically, both of these peoples are located in close proximity to a large 

river, and both cities which the carnivals take place in (New Orleans and Seville) are 

known for late night partying and hot summer nights. Rhythmically, both the blues and 

flamenco are based on a meter of twelve counts. Additionally, it is common for 

musicians to get together without ev er having met one another before and play- that is 

how immersed in their art they are. 

The physical landscape is largely responsible for the music that arises from any 

given place, and this is especially so with flamenco. In away, the art of flamenco is a 

living archeological dig. full of history and artifacts of past times. 

Today these artifacts are becoming buried with new layers of cultural influences 

at an accelerated pace: globalization of pop music have inevitably contributed to fusions 

of flamenco with other types of latino music, as well as rap and, most notably, jazz. 

Famous flamenco artists such as Paco de Lucia have collaborated with jazz greats 

Chick Corea. and even Miles Davis is quoted as saying, "Flamenco is like our blues." It 

is interesting to note die physical similarities between the two native hotspots of these 

respected arts, Seville and New Orieans. Both cities contain climates where it rarely 

freezes, both are large cities centered around a large river, and both are environments 

where the music is a late night experience diat often accompanies major, local festivals, 

such as the Feria de Abril and Mardi Gras, respectively. 

' Mardi Gras in LA, and die Feria de Abril36 in Sevilla, a fortnight after Semana Santa, a 
solemn week long religious affair. 
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Bodi regions are geographically isolated, Seville by mountains and an ocean. New 

Orleans by swamps and the ocean. The histories of the people who are largely 

responsible for the arts were both persecuted peoples who migrated to a new landscape. 

Their histories as a people who created a music is also similar; Southem Blacks and 

Gypsies alike were both Social Outcasts. 

Because of all of these similarities, as well as certain theoretical similarities such 

as improvisatory techniques, a 12 coimt rhythmic skeleton, and push-pull tempo 

undulations, we can expect to see many more collaborations and experimentation among 

the flamenco and jazz communities. 

This experimentation with different types of music also facilitates the use of 

additional instruments such as keyboard, flute, and additional percussive instruments. 

The question is. ' i s this New Flamenco an extension and part of the natural evolutionary 

course of the genre, or has a new art which steeps its roots in that of its ancestor?" 

The accumulated hermeneutic traditions of flamenco hav e contributed to the 

conceptual notions of what flamenco is supposed to be, and these ideologies have 

consistendy influenced the music and its reception in every step of flamenco evolution37. 

When the entire world though of flamenco as the lowly art of common gypsies, it was 

ignored and allowed to cultivate in a private arena. Now, as flamenco is used as a 

medium to attract tourism and flamenco dancers have the opportunity to use a traditional 

art for personal financial gain, certain aesthetic qualities of the art may be jeopardized in 

lieu of catering to increasingly westem audiences. 

Michel, Flamenco Deep Song, 17. 
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This might be expected if the first supposition holds tme; as the landscape 

becomes increasingly westernized widi the implementation of shopping malls and 

McDonald's, we might expect that the music also becomes increasingly westem as well. 

Things such as dancers becoming thinner and sexier, and the singer becoming more 

melodious in order to please westem audiences are really simply symptoms of an altering 

physical landscape. In order to preserve the art, we must preserve the landscape. 

One of the historically necessary features of the land that allowed flamenco to be 

cultivated was its geographic isolation; the flamenco region is bordered by mountains and 

ocean. Just as in ecology, when a species of animals become geographically isolated, the 

animal adapts to the landscape and evolves, eventually, into a new species. One step 

flamencos have taken to preserv e their art is the creation of private pefias, in contrast to 

the more tourist oriented tabloas. 

On the positive side, this has resulted in the preservation of songs that might 

otherwise disappear. On the negative side, it may have stunted the creativity in that these 

pefias serve mostly to preserve and are necessarily less concemed with continued growth 

and evolutions. The power as well as the overwhelming sense of hopelessness that both 

of these art forms help to overcome, is derived from the life experiences that these 

oppressed people had to defeat in order to feel human, to feel accepted, to feel alive. 

In the case of flamenco, you can see this in the words of the songs. They reflect 

the life experience of the people who sang the songs, a people clinging on to the fiinges 

of society, all the while trying to prove their worthmess as part of society and defying 

anyone who woidd oppose that notion. The music gives them status that society had 
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refiised them, flamenco reflects a need to aggressively protect self-esteem38 . This 

attitude is confirmed by the pride with which Antonio announced his Gitano heritage. 

Jose Sordo Soto, the main singer of a contemporary flamenco group, Ketama, is 

quoted as saying. "Our music is based on classic flamenco that we have been singing and 

listening to since birth. We just found new forms in jazz: there are basic similarities in 

the rhythms, the constantly changing harmonies and improvisations. Blacks and Gypsies 

hav e suffered similar segregation so our music has a lot in common. It is perhaps because 

of these similarities that a sort of natural bridge has been formed between jazz and 

flamenco by several flamenco artists.""' 

-Another possible hypothesis that involved the similarities between the music of 

blacks and the blues genre and flamencos actually involves the possibility of a similar 

origin. We can ignore for a moment that Andalucia is so close to Africa, and perhaps 

there was a branching of a similar group of peoples at one point, some who were 

persecuted in Spain, others in .America. 

Hypothesizing from an ecological perspective, suppose for a moment that the 

flamencologist camp that argues gypsies came from the North and the camp that insists 

the gypsies came from across die Straight of Gibraltar are both correct. The origin of 

g^psies. whedier they migrated North or South, began dieir in Punjab, India. Incidentally, 

he name "Punjab" means "land of five rivers" and derives from the Persian words 'panj,' 

meaning five, and 'aab,' meaning water. The rivers are tributaries of the Indus River. 

3* Music of Spain, 280) 
^ Paco de Lucia, for example, collaborated with Chick Corea. 
^ Wikipedia, Punjab. 
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Like Andalusia, most of the Pimjab is an alluvial plain, bounded by mountains to 

the North. Despite its dry conditions, it is a rich agricultural area due to the extensive 

irrigation made possible by the great rivers, similar to the rich vinyards foimd in southem 

Spain.. 

Interestingly. Punjab and both jazz and flamenco hotspots are located 

geographically at a remarkably similar latitude, and all three of these sites have similar 

geographic features as well as a dry climate. Perhaps there was a common ancestor, and 

both branches of these social outcasts eventually settled in a landscape they were 

previously adapted too. 

The similarities continue in a historical progression that included both arts 

becoming accepted as mainstream. As argued by Roger Taylor in "Art, An Enemy of the 

People" sometimes music is best understood in relation to those who are hostile to it. 

Like jazz, early flamenco was also associated with despised ethnic groups, gangsters, 

hedonism. Only by disguising its orgiastic origins was jazz able to become part of the 

musical mainstream 

There is a similarity in that when flamenco became accessible to a more upper 

crust audience, the performance venues were elevated from the juerga (a get-together of 

flamencos among themselves, in the street, in their home, a flamenco fiesta) into the 

tabloas and other commercially viable venues. The behavior of flamenco aficionados 

closely parallels that of many American jazz enthusiasts . 

' Taylor 
^̂  Mitchell, Deep Song, 5. 
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Wine, (BuHfigfiting, amf Tfamenco 

The renowned sherry wines of Andalucia, the like of which is found nowhere else 

on earth, ow e their fame to the chalky white earth from which they are lovingly harvested 

from. It is the geographic uniqueness of the region that ensures the continued success of 

the sherry wines. The proximity to the ocean brings warm, breezy mists to the dry. 

chalky soil, which is perfectly suited to the palomino grape from which the wines are 

made. Those who cultivate the sherry are well aware of the rareness of such an idyllic 

environment for these wines to thrive in. and so they treat and culture the wines with the 

amount of love and respect the fragile ecosystem requires. 

This reverence to the land and unique disposition of the vineyards is extended to 

the laboriously precise aging process the wines go through. In this process, known as the 

"criaeres y solera" system, the most recently harvested grapes are meticulously blended 

over time with the older, more mature harvests. 

Three levels of iron boimd, oak casks line the dirt floor cellars, each level serving 

a purpose in the blending process. Wine ready to be bottled is extracted from some of the 

wine held within the bottom casket, refilled from the younger wine drawn from the 

second tier. The newest harvests are poured straight from the vineyard into the wine 

already present in top casket, which is of course used to refill the middle layer. Like the 

gypsies who passed their wisdom down through poetry for generations, the older wines 

also infuse with thefr young, spicing them with the flavors and histories of their past. At 

the same time, the younger wines rejuvenate the older ones with freshness and strength. 
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By the time a wine reaches fiill maturity, the fruit of over one hundred fifty harvests over 

the span of sev eral human generations is contained within a single glass bottle. 

Harvested Andalusian sherries, known the world over, are a testament to the 

diligence and perseverance of the workers who perform back-breaking labor required for 

the existence of fine wines. These field workers hand select the finest grapes, the ones 

who have best endured the elements. Grapes selected are little miracles in themselves: 

they hav e ripened in an environment where many crops would be difficult to cultivate. 

The climate is dry: there is little rain, the soil chalky, but the grapes have found a way to 

prosper year after year, follow ing the rhythms of winters and then harvests. They 

continue to grow in their cycle, like a wavering scale undulating with the seasons, despite 

of the harsh conditions of the landscape. The continued endurance of the grapes brings a 

sweetness to a region where the days are rough and dry. 

This type of existence, one pitted against the elements, is a stmggle known to the 

workers who cultivate the grapes, a stmggle well known to all common peoples of Spain. 

Those most familiar with this ongoing stmggle against the elements may be the gypsies, 

who also continue to march on to a perpetual rhythm. Persecution has followed the 

gypsies as intently as the Andalusian stm scorches the chalky earth. Maybe this is why 

the gypsies also recognize the stmggle the wines go through; maybe this is why flamenco 

is accompanied by wine as well as the guitar. 

This conquering of natural elements found in the cultivation of a fine sherry and 

in flamenco is die also the epic stmggle found in the Spanish bullfight, and in fact the 

three are undeniable and vitally linked. A bullfight is a ritualized battle against man and 
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powers bent on subduing him. a defiance seen in the suggesting poses of a dancer's 

bidlhom arms. The matador accepts the bull's power, and with impeccable compas 

encourages this chargmg beast. As the animal charges, the matador does not run, but 

watches him intently, in a kind of passionate dance full of as much duende as the greatest 

flamenco cantaor. It is no accident that the greatest matadors are also gypsies, or that the 

cries of "ole!" are heard in both arenas. 

All of these practices stem from the common people, all stir the same basic 

emotions and passions. .\\\ contain erratic flashes of genius, and posses an ingrained 

rhythm, a sense of indomitable steadiness. 

Sherry. bullfighting, and flamenco are all birthed from Andalusia, but their 

importance is universal. Struggle against the powers that be, and overcoming them with 

grace and passion is a sentiment relevant the world over, and this is because, just as 

sherry is more than a wine, a bullfight more than a bloodbath, flamenco is more than only 

song, or only dance- it is a way of life. 
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MusicaCTHeory 

-According to the New Grove Dictionary article on Flamenco, generalities are 

known, but as of the end of the twentieth century, no exhaustive study of the repertory 

has been attempted. Another reason that the origins and influences are hotly contested is 

that no one has searched for possible melodic and stmctural antecedents in earlier Iberian 

musical sources. 

However, what is known is that, like much of the music of Andalusia, the scales 

used for flamenco mostly exhibit a tendency to use the medieval Phrygian scale. The 

melodies are primarily diatonic, but anyone who has listened to much of the cante knows 

that singers often bend and twist their voice around a pitch. These wav erings, which 

almost soimd like gurgling at times, are microtonal. and a special feature of the cante 

jondo (translated exactly to mean deep song). There are occasional leaps, but the 

succession of the Phrygian cadence (AGFE) is a common feature. This is especially tme 

in the Siguiriyas, a specific type of cante. 

To many. Flamenco is regarded as a sacred music, perhaps explaining the 

similarities between it and the mode used in ancient sacred music such as the Gregorian 

chant. 
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Typical position of the Flamenco Guitar: 

Note the guitar is rested on the right thigh. The awkward 
positioning of the guitar facilitates the use of his right hand at 
a sharp angle, which is necessary for certain playing 
techniques. This position makes h difficult to see the 
fingerboard, requiring great familiarity with the instrument 

Guitar Technique 

Playing the guitar has its own word in Spanish: toque. This is all inclusive of 

everything the guitarist might play. The word also further emphasizes the importance of 

the rfiythmical qualities the guitar brings to flamenco- toque can also be used to described 

all other manifestations of rhythm in flamenco. 

The different sty les played for respective song forms add an adjective to toque, 

such as the case for toque jondo which is used for the song form of soleareas (a specific 

Song Form), for example, hi odier words, toque refers to the music that is played in the 

flamenco form, regardless of the fact that there are no repertoire or formal compositions, 

although each form of toque is discemable from another. This might be similar to a jazz 
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musician telling die guitarist to play a standard twelve-bar blues, for example. The 

twelv e bars are composed in advance, but all jazz guitarists could easily begin 

performing when called upon to do so. 

This word toque comes from the Spanish verb "tocar" which means o touch 

and in the case of musical instruments, o play. There are several facets of flamenco 

guitar playing diat are unique to die form. 

The main difference between the technique of flamenco guitar and diat of the classical 

player is mainly in die right hand, the hand that is responsible for plucking out the 

melodies and actually creating sound. The left hand presses strings down at various 

points on the length of the string, which dictates what kind of notes are available to play. 

The left hand creates the options of notes, while the right is responsible for sounding 

them. 

The most obvious difference with the right-hand technique is the rollmg of several 

notes in rapid succession. It is an effect which is created by striking the strings with the 

backs of the fingers one after another individually in alternation. This technique is called 

rasgueado. This technique is completely different than the plucking ox picando of the 

strings Although a good guitarist is able to make this sound seem smooth and effortless, 

to insert this kind of ornamentation while maintaining perfect compas (metronome like 

rhythm) is a very difficult thing to do. 

The use of the thumb, or pulgar, is also important. Because the thumb is thicker 

than other fingers, it can be used to strike strings during the technique of ligado, or a left 

hand technique of pulling a finger down and off a string, causing it to sound. This creates 
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a slurring effect, which when combined with the aforementioned thumb technique can 

produce intriguing sounds. 

There is also a difference in the tremolo. A tremolo is a technique of making a 

melody with each note repeated rapidly. In classical tradition, the tremolo has three 

different notes, while die flamenco guitar uses five. In order to accomplish these 

techniques, diligent care of the fingemails is required. The shapes and curves of the 

fingers and hands of much complement each other exactly, which requires long nails and 

frequent manicures. To strike correctly, the nail must strike the string with the two points 

which intersect between the nail and the fingertip, while the thumbnail, which plays at an 

angle, strikes between the thumbnail itself, the edge of the thumb, and the tip of the nail. 

When a guitarist departs from these basics techniques, he is most often providing 

melodic variation through the use of what are called falsettos. This can be compared to 

the riff in jazz. They provide interest as well as giving the guitarist to display his 

virtuosity as well as emotional connection to the song. The combinations of the melodic 

nature of the falsettos varied with the rhythmic-harmonic rasgueado is a quality that is 

found in both Arabic and Indian musics, two of the most influential cultures of flamenco. 

Because of the improvisatory nature of flamenco coupled with the complexity of 

rhythms, flamenco guitar is not something that is generally leamed by reading music. 

While there may be transcriptions of flamenco guitar music, or method books written in 

traditional westem notation, these are generally done by outsiders who have come to 

know the art, and are not done by flamenco guitarists themselves. Rather, Spanish 

flamenco guitarists leam by growing up around the rhythms and listening to other 
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guitansts. For a flamenco, the rhythms of each type of song form is a birthright. He 

doesn't ev en have to think about them when he plays. After all, he has grown up hearing 

the rhythms played on TV and in supermarkets, as well as spent coundess nights 

watching others playing or singing- he has absorbed the rhythms. For the outsider though, 

especially Americans or Central Europeans who are more likely to hear harmony than 

complicated rhythms, a conscious effort must be made even to recognize a reliable 

rhythmical pattem. 

In the same way that we use various dissonances or specific chords in order to 

create the tension or release desired for a particular emotional quality, so does the 

flamenco guitar use all of the above techniques to help accentuate different important 

points in rhythm. It is difficult for us to stop a piece on the leading tone, but for a 

flamenco artist this tension lies on a point in a particular rhythmic pattem rather than a 

scale. The rasgueado signify' a certain point in that pattem, and this rhythmic section 

makes the way for falsetas in the same way we think of a IV chord preparing the V. 

Another w ay of adding stresses, or accentuating one thing or another as a means 

of adding emotional impact is by adding more accents within the existing pattem. 

Another technique is by mixing melodic accents with rhythmic accents, or taking the 

melodic accent out of the rhythmic accent, or by allowing both the melodic and rhythmic 

accents to occur at the same time. 

Flamenco guitar at all times must be complementing the singer efforts. At precisely the 

right moments, after a particularly heart-wrenching or despairing line of song, the 
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guitarist is capable of adding even more emotional impact by playing certain notes, or 

giving a meaningful solo passage at the end of a moving verse (solo passages of falsetas). 

In these way s. the guitar can certainly add to the emotional impact of the song, but the 

unflagging, constant drive of rhythm provided by the guitarist is his most important job. 

This driving . innate force is a central feature of flamenco- it is the one component which 

a listener can coimt on. All components are based on the individual and their expression, 

free improvisations who are able to exist only through the steady, deadly accurate and 

never failing cycle of the compas. 

The flamenco guitar was not originally influenced in anyway by the westem classical 

guitar, though some techniques hav e been borrowed from each other in recent years. If 

either influenced the other creations, though, it was the classical guitar which borrowed 

from the Spanish sty le. Flamenco guitar needed none of the changes the classical guitar 

requires such as the wider neck for Bach style Counterpoint or deeper resonance required 

for concert hall performances. Instead, driving rhythms and a bright sound are more 

important for the flamenco player. 

As Americans, we are more familiar with a classical guitar and so comparisons 

will be made to the traditional classical guitar m order to help describe the Spanish guitar. 

It has a much more shallow body, and is more often made with cypress, which grows 

locally. than the rosewood classical guitars are made of The neck has a lower action, 

which simply means that the strings are closer to the fret board, makmg them easier to 

press down. 



Hypotheses of the Origin of the word Flamenco 

One idea is that as the flamencos migrated to trade with the Flanders, they were 

able to publicly express thefr art in ways they were unable to do so back in Spain. In 

Flanders they were allowed to sing what they wished, and it is thought that these songs 

became referred to as Flamenco by those who remained in Spain. 

Another thought concedes the Flemish influence of the origin of the word, but 

suggests that instead it was first used to denote the gypsies who had fought with the 

Flanders, and thus allowed to settle in lower Andalucia. 

Others contend that it is merely a mis-pronimciation of the Arabic words felag 

(fugitive) and mengu (peasant), since certainly many flamencos were thought as such. 

Another piece of evidence that bolsters this thought is the fact that Arabic was widely 

spoken in Andalucia at this time. 
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Each different song form has a different use and significance. One of the most 

important is the Siguiriyas, which many flamencos will tell you is at die center of die 

heart of cante jondo, or deep song. This is the essence of Flamenco, and the most likely 

to evoke duende. 

The purpose of these songs is usually to express anguish, despair, and lament. 

Often, the lyrics are an outcry. and sometunes a fatalistic and quintessentially tragic song 

reflecting the stmggle of a people, namely the gypsies. 

The melody is very basic, simply a descent of four notes (AGFE). This is the 

basic constmct, but the singer may do any number of things to add variety to this basic 

outiine. Simultaneously, the guitar is following a strict twelve count of beats. The 

descending of four notes in the Phrygian mode is typical of flamenco. 

The chords of AGFE are played out on the accented Within Flamenco there are 

several distinctive branches or styles. A definitive source of the exact classification of 

each sty le has yet to be made, and various researchers will classify various styles in 

shghtiy different ways, and there is some overlapping or wiggle room to be expected 

when a minor song form doesn't fit perfectly within a larger category. However, it is 

generally agreed that there are three major branches, or palos, of flamenco which are: 
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1. Cante Jondo: 

Tona, Seguiriya, and Soleares, and other songs types evolved from these three forms 

what Pohren refers to as the trunk of the flamenco tree, and is given the most 

distinguished titie of cante jondo or cante grande. Forms that fall undemeath this 

category are considered the most pure and expressive forms of flamenco. 

Subject matter for this type of form often includes anguish, death, God, nature, 

solitude, and love. Singers of this form take their role very seriously, as this category is 

considered the most difficult and ultimate form of flamenco expression. It requires 

immense quantities of concentration of both performer and observers. Below is an 

example of a Jondo verse: 

Tansolamente a la tierra 

Le cuento lo que me pasa 

Porque en el mundo no encuentro 

Persona de me confianza 

Only to the earth 

Can I tell what is happening to me 

Because in the world I can find 

One person to trust. 
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Cante Jondo is often sung widiout accompaniment of any kind, but the following forms 

are often played with guitar: 

Siguiriyas 

Soleares 

Canas 

Jondo Forms sung without accompaniment: 

Tonas 

Martinetes 

Carceleras 

Deblas 

Seatas 

2. Cante intermedio 

The first layer of branches is called cante intermedio, which are less profound but 

still important, and are more often danced to than the cante jondo forms. Subject matter 

for these forms often tend to reconcile unanswerable questions and tragic destiny of the 

jondo forms. Thus, they often sing with stoic resignation or heroic impulse. Intimate 

feelings, both serious and delicate, are often expressed through voice. In the intermedios, 

laughter may be mixed with more tragic themes. An example: 
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Yo crie en me rebano 

A una cordera, 

De tanto acariciarla 

Se volvio fiera 

Que las mujeres 

De tanto acariciarlas 

Fieras se vtielven 

Forms included in Intermedio include: 

Malaguenas 

Livianas 

Serranas 

Polos 

Petemeras 

Tientos 

Alboreas 

Cantes de Levanta 

Tarantas 

Cartageneras 

Mineras 

Fandangos 

3. Cante chicos 

The branches furthest away from the trunk are called cante chicos. They include 

folk song and dances such as the Sevillanas (Seville) the Buleria (Jerez) and Alegrias. All 

of these are heavily influenced by flamenco, but many purists do not even consider them 

a part of flamenco. Pola, (pictured on the previous page), replied when I asked about 

whether or not Sevillanas was flamenco, shook his head and said s en otro mundo or, it is 
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in another world. Even so, it is easy to see the similarities between the two, especially in 

the dance. 

With the ay, caray caray 

What Parties 

There are going to be in Cadiz! 

And later, what hunger 

They 1 go through 

Ay Caray caray, cara! 

Subject matter is often much lighter and charming than the other to categories. Diversion 

and lighmess is the goal of these forms. 

Cante Chico includes the following forms: 

Alegrias 

Cantinas 

Romeras 

Caracoles 

Mirabras 

Tangos 

Fandangos de Huelva 

Villancicos 

Zambras 

Tanguillos 

Chuflas 

Jaleos 

Farmca 

Fandanguillos 

Sevillanas 
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WHat is Duende? 

In die words oi Frederico Garcia Lorca, summarized by Paul Hecht: "Duende is, "That 

which has black sounds has duendc.It is a power, a struggle for ultimate rooms of the blood." 

The struggle for and \\ ith duende is what creates the emotion in cante flamenco. Therefore, the 

singer must "Yisk" everything. It is the marrow of form rather than the visible outer part of the 

torm. Some refer to duende as a type of possession, as one would be possessed by a demon. 

Those too practical for this types of mysticism say instead that this possession is a type of 

cathartic state, brought one by heavy drug use associated with the identity and of inner 

Flamenco circles. Whatever the case, Duende is essential to deep understanding of the art. Many 

ha\ e said it is indefinable, but others have offered their own definitions. 

"Magic spirit" 

"Soul of flamenco, feeling for flamenco." 

-Pohren 

''Duende is one of those mystical, indefinable words that goes deep into the heart of Spanish 

culture" 

-Rough Guide to Music 

"Duende could only be found in the depths of abandonment in the final blood filled room of 

the soul" 

-Lorca 

"Power is likened to a moment which transcends time, a moment of immortality." 

"It dragged crying and spitting from the soul, a very brief moment of pure communication 

that takes you out of time." 

Mario Pacheco 
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Coplas 

Take away the dance and the sounds of flamenco away, and all that remains is the 

poetry, tmly an art form in itself. Similar in many ways to the Haiku, poetry of the 

people is able to extract in three or four lines the rare complexity of the highest 

sentimental moments in the life of man.40 The poems" origins are anonymous, bom in 

the tee lings, minds, and throats of the people who have passed them down orally for 

centuries. Although the authorial origins of these poems, or coplas, remain unknown, the 

ones that have survived the test of time are a testament to the conceptual aroma forged 

from the collective spirit of the authentic Andaluz. Today the traditional poems continue 

to be sung and to exemplify' the ingenuity, humor, suffering, as well as the erotic, social, 

and metaphysical attitudes of a people 

-Analytically, the form of flamenco is most coinmonly an octo-syllabic quartet that 

usually contains a loose altemate rhyme. Most coplas tend to be composed of anywhere 

between three to six lines of varying syllabic length. When sung, these lines may be 

lengthened by decorating and elongating the words through vocal omamentation. The 

singer may also repeat any of the lines. 

The coplas have been influenced by several other cultures, including the 

Mozarabic jarchya. en epic ballad, as well as by die Casilian and Manchegan seguidillas. 

New poems are rarely composes; today singers mostly aims to conserve the art through 

his personal selection of song from an anonymous songbook ftill of the thousands of 

coplas composed before his time. 

'*° The Wind Cried, Paul Hecht. 
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Many of the songs are anecdotal in nature, telling the trials and tribulations of the 

gypsies. Others tend to be more of a reflection rather than a narration. Though themes of 

flamenco coplas are numerous, a main theme of flamenco is love. This could be the love 

of a man for a woman as a companion, wife, mother, virgin, of the idea of a female in an 

animal sense. Within this theme, several nuances are expressed, everything from explicit 

sensuality to delicacy or idealism, even irony and hate. Pain and sorrow are also 

common motifs. 

Other main themes found in coplas include metaphysics of the flamencos, as well 

as religious and social attitudes, and. as is found in most Spanish art, death. Within all 

coplas, metaphors involving nature aboimd. In the words of Paul Hecht, "The andaluz 

lived within a perpetual dialogue with the elements and so a tree if food, shelter, teacher, 

fuel, a quivering target for his emotions. 
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Examples of Coplas: 

-A mi se me day muy poco 

que el pajaro en la lamea 

se mue de un arbol a otro 

I don't have a care 

if the bird in the park 

moves from on tree to another 

-A mi puerta has de Uamare 

no te he de salire a abrir 

V me has de sentir loorar 

You will knock at mv door 

1 shall not come out to open 

and you will feel me weeping 

-Anda y no presumas mas: 

si te has de tirar al pozo 

pas que miras al brocal 

Come on, don't be so uppity: 

If you're gonna jump m the well 

Why keep looking at the edge? 
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Translations by Will Kirkland: 

Hasta Talma me duele 

de tanto Uorar 

porque mis penas nunca nav a menos. 

siempre van a mas 

Even my soul feels the pain 

of so many tears 

because these griefs will never get 

smaller 

Como pajarillo triste 

de rama en rama saltando 

asi esta mi corazon 

el dia en que no te hallo 

Like a small sad bird flitting 

from bough to bough; 

that's what my heart is like 

on days you aren't aroimd 

Una mbia vale un duro 

Y una morenita dos 

Yo me voy a lo barato 

Rubia de mi corazon 

A blonde is worth a nickle 

And double for the dark 

I'll have to go fr the cheapest 

Little blonde of my heart 

-Buleria 
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A mi no me gustan las mbias 

Porque no saben besar. 

.A mi me gustan las morenas 

Porque de su boca salen besos 

Que quitan la pefias 

I don't much like blondes; 

They don't know how to kiss 

What I like are dark haired girls 

'cause from their mouths come kisses 

To stip away all sorrows. 

With a knife I killed her 

A woman of the life 

As she began to quiver 

We recognized each other 

And she was my sister 

I just went to have some fim 

In the house of ill repute 

They introduced me to a lady 

I tumed marble mute 

When I saw she was my sister 
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Cantando la pena 

la pena se olvida 

Singing the pain 

The pain gets forgotten 

El dia V la noche 

los paso llorando 

desde que al pobre companero mio 

preso lo Uevaron 

Day and night I spend in tears 

since they took my poor 

compamon 

and held him prisoner. 

Dices qu no la quieres 

Ni quieres verla 

pero la verita de tu casa a la suya 

no cria verba 

You say you don't love her, 

don't even want to see her 

but the path between her house and yours 

grows no grass 

-Seguiriya 
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Dices que duermes sola; 

mientes como hay Dios, 

poreque de noche con el pensamiento 

dormimos los dos 

You say you sleep alone; 

I swear to God you lie. 

Because we both sleep with just 

that thought every night 

Cualesquiera que me oyera 

conosera mi pasion; 

Lo que la boca no jabla 

Lo publica er corason 

Everyone who hears me 

will recognize my passion; 

What the mouth doesn't speak 

is broadcast by the heart. 

-Polo 

My love you come so late 

and then you leave so quick 

I don't want my heart 

such surgical visits 

Amore mio, vienes tarde 

y te vas temprano. 

yo no quiero vistas, entranas mias 

de cimjano 

-Siguiriya 
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Son tan grandes mis penas 

que no saben mas 

vo muero loco sin calor 

de nadie en el hospital 

My griefs are so enormous 

There's nothing more to know 

1 am dying, crazy, with no body's warmth 

In the emergency ward 

Cuando viene el dia 

mis penas s'agrandan; 

solo las sombras de la noche oscura 

consuelan mi alma 

When daylight comes 

my griefs begin to grow; 

only the shadows of the darkest night 

comfort mv soul 

Abrase la tierra, 

que no quio vivir 

que pa v ivir como esto viviendo 

mas vale morir 

Let the earth open 

I don't want this life 

to live like I'm living 

is much better to die 
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My hand hurts 

from knocking so hard 

and the mother of my soul answered me 

in the moming dark 

La mano me duele 

de tanto llamar. 

y m'ha respondio la mare e mi alma 

a la madmga 

-Siguiriya 

1 leave the door ajar 

in case sometime it might give you 

temptation to try 

Dejo la puerta entoma 

por si algima v ez te diera 

la tentacion de empujar 

Todos le pien a un Debe 

Salu y liberta 

Y yo le pio una buena muerte 

no me la quie da 

Everyone prays to a goddess 

health and liberty 

1 only pray for death 

She wants to deny me 

-Siguiriya 
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-A los montes e .Armenia 

Me tengo de ir 

Para bibi con los animales 

Por causa de ti 

Me tengo que ir 

Me tengo que ir 

Donda persona bibiente en er mundo 

Sepa mas e mi 

To the mountains of Armenia 

I must go 

To drink with the animals 

Because of you. 

1 must go, 

I must go. 

Where no living soul 

Knows my name 

-Siguiriya 

1 leaned ov er the wall 

The wind answered me: 

Why are you sighing like this 

When there's nothing to do? 
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A nadie pido favores 

porque se que cuestan caros 

me aguanto con mis dolores, 

no pongo rico al avaro 

I don't ask anyone for favors, 

I knkow they cost too much, 

I put up with all my troubles 

so I don't make the greedy rich 

-Solea 

Ovejitas eran blancas 

y el praito verde; 

el pastorcito, mare que las guarda 

de ducas se meuere 

-Siguiriya 

The sheep were white and small 

and the meadow green; 

the shepherd who watches them, mother 

is dying of sorrow 

Aquella noche de enero 

a quien saliste a buscar 

como im potrito sin freno? 

That night in January 

who'd you go to see. 

like a colt with the bit in his teeth? 
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Er querer es cuesta arriba, 

Y el orv idar, cuesta abajo; 

Quiero subir cuesta arriba 

Aunque me cueste trabajo 

Love slopes steeply up 

and forgetting, steeply down 

I want to make the climb 

though it costs me much 

-Solea 

Al infiemo que tu vayas 

me tengo que ir contigo, 

porque yendo en tu compana 

llevo la gloaria conmigo 

Though you go to hell 

Id have to go with you 

because being in your company 

I would be in glory 

-Solea 

A mi corazon prenieron, 

a la carcel lo Uevaron 

y sin delito nungimo 

a muerte lo sentencieron. 

My heart was arrested 

and taken to jail 

and for no crime at all 

sentenced to die. 

Solea 
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Alza la voz bien, romero 

y pregona que en el rio 

no hay aguita pa'apagar 

mi corazon encendio. 

Lift you voice high, rosemary 

and announce that the river has not 

enough water to put out 

the flame in mv heart 
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GLOSSARY 

A 

Aficionado Someone who studies and deeply appreciates flamenco. 

Afill a type of hoarse, earthy flamenco voice 

Alegrias A joyfiil dance, in compas of 12 beats, from Cadiz. The origin 

is in the jotas of Cadiz - traditional folk music of Aragon, 

brought to the Andalucian region by soldiers during the War of 

Independence in the early 19th century. The main characteristics 

of this style are the richness of its guitar accompaniment, 

the intricacy of the dancing, the demands of its difficult 

rhythm, and its lively soimd. Descendent of the Soleares family. 

Andalucia region from southem Spain; birthplace of Flamenco 

Arpeggio a chord whose notes are played in succession, not simultaneously 

B 

baile the dance 

bailaor{a} dancer (male & female) 

bi3ceo movement ofthe arms during the dance 

bulerias High-spirited song & dance from Jerez. This developed like 
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Soleares fix)m a simple style. However, imlike Soleares, it 

has a fast and lively rhythm - indeed, the fastest in all 

flamenco - and provides enormous scope for improvisation on 

the part of dancers, singers and guitarists. It is wild, 

fi^nzied and lively, but nevertheless contains the germ of 

sorrow that is almost always present in flamenco. 

cajon 

cantaor {a} 

cante 

cante chico 

cante jondo 

cante grande 

carcelera 

percussive instrument similar to an empty wooden box 

singer (male & female) 

song 

light song, more fiivolous 

deep song covering both the dark and serious aspect of Flamenco 

more profound song 

type of ton sung by mcarcerated gypsies 

compas 

copla 

cuadro 

beat, rhythm, measure, the characteristic rhythm of 

a form 

verse; flamenco poetry 

group of flamenco performers, including dancers 

singers, and guitarists 
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D 

duende 

E 

entrada 

the soul force that mspires flamenco art 

entrance ofthe dancer 

falseta a melodic variation played by guitarist 

fandango a dance from Huelva; cante chico 

flamenco music/dance from Andalucia in Southem Spain. Roots in Indian, Arabic, 

Spanish cultures. 

gitano gypsy 

juerga 

jaleo 

flamenco party or jam session 

utterances of approval, encouragement. Recognition 

ofthe duende. Traditional form of response and accompaniment of 

participants. This includes hand clapping, finger clicking, heel or toe 

tapping, knuckle rapping, and vocalized phrases such as "Eso Es." 

jondo: Deep and profound; used to describe the purist flamenco forms. 
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L 

llamada "call" or "break", dance movement signaling a change of section 

M 

malaguenas a fi^e form flamenco style (no specific compas, 

interpretive, and not danced) from Malaga. Descendent ofthe Fandango 

family, 

martinete ton sung by the gypsies in a forge; refers to hammer 

P 

palmas 

palmeros 

pitos 

polo 

pimteado 

rhythmic hand clapping used to accompany flamenco 

song and dance 

men that dap while the musicians play 

finger snapping used to accompany flamenco song and dance 

flamenco song derived from the Soleares family 

plucking technique 

R 

rasgueado guitar strumming technique 

mmbas another flamenco style influenced by New World rhythms; 
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serranas same compas as siguiriyas, but played in E instead of A so has a 

different mood and texture, though some ofthe same variations can be transposed 

siquiriyas/seguidillasprofound cante jondo 

sole soleares cante jondo called the mother of flamenco song. 

Consists of 12 beats with accents on the 3rd, 6th, 8th, 10th. and 12th. 

T 

tablao club with stage for flamenco shows 

tacaor/tocaor flamenco guitarist 

tango baile chico. flamenco song & dance 

tanguillo flamenco song and dance derived from the tango 

tarantos this one is danced, so has a compas, and is related to the 

tarantos in key, etc. 

Tientos cante jondo, derived from tango 

tocaor/tacaor flamenco guitarist 

tonas basic flamenco song. The earliest known, 

toque guitar playing 

tremolo a rapid fluttering of a guitar tone or altemating tones 
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zapateados needs very fancy footwork; the compas speeds up, slows down, 

and speeds up again and is a showcase for dancers (zapato means 

shoes). Derived from the tango. 

Phrases: 
Agua Water! It's so hot I need water! 
Asi se baila That's dancing! 
Asi se toca That's playing! 
Asi se canta That's singing! 
Eso es That's it! 
jaleo Ale, ole. 

Possibly from the 12th century call "hala" 
Possibly from the Arabic: Allah! 

Ole! 
Toma que toma take it! 
Vamos alia go there! 
Vamo' ya! Let's go! 
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Me and Chica, my gypsy teacher and friend. 
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